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Introduction 

World expositions have a long history spanning well over 160 years. The Great Exhibition of 

the Works of Industry of all Nations held in London in 1851 is considered to be the very first 

universal world exposition. This has given the British the unofficial status of the inventors of 

these world events. In reality however, the exhibitions’ history is more nuanced than this 

image suggests. Paul Greenhalgh1 has looked beyond the Great Exhibition to the origins of 

the expositions themselves. Greenhalgh has identified a simultaneous process that took place 

in Great Britain and France during the Industrial Revolution. Institutions in both nations were 

formed with one specific goal: promoting the principle of display. French and British national 

expositions evolved along different paths. Nevertheless, both nations wanted the displays to 

enhance trade, promote new technology, educate the middle class and present political 

stances.2  

Other countries in the early nineteenth century as well had started to follow the 

example set by Great Britain and France. There was one limitation to these early forms of the 

expositions: they were national events as many countries feared the economic competition too 

much to turn them into international events. By mid- nineteenth century, France had begun to 

toy with this idea more and more. However, Britain was the first nation that gave the 

expositions an international dimension by organizing the Great Exhibition. Soon after, a 

competitive spirit began to take over as first France, and by the 1870s the United States too 

started to hold their own international expositions in a struggle to outdo the other. The 

expositions also gained new purposes along the lines of showcasing industrial progress, 

national prestige and national identity to the visitors. Flamboyance and monumentality were 

key in presenting all of this. By the end of the nineteenth century, entertainment had also 

become an important factor for attracting the crowds as technological exhibits no longer 

sufficed.3  

 After the Great War, the exhibitions remained very important as they gave the 

recovering governments opportunities to show their citizens positive images of the future. The 

same is true for the depression-era expositions. There was one problem though: the 

                                                           
1 Paul Greenhalgh is Director of the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts at the University of East Anglia 
2 Paul Greenhalgh, Ephemeral vistas: the expositions universelles, great exhibitions and world’s fairs, 1851 

   1939 (Manchester, 1988), 3, 6, 7. 
3 Greenhalgh, Ephemeral vistas, 8-11, 15; Bureau International des Expositions, ‘The Expos’ 

   <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories> [Last visited 8-1-2016]; 

   Paul Greenhalgh, Fair world: a history of world’s fairs and expositions, from London to Shanghai, 1851-2010 

   (Winterbourne, 2011), 73.  

http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories
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unorganized frenzy with which these events were being held. About twenty world expositions 

and countless specialized and national expositions had been held by then. Something had to 

be done in the way of regulating these events. With this purpose in mind, a Convention 

Relating to International Exhibitions was called in Paris in 1928. Although it had little success 

at the time, the Convention did establish several ground rules such as duration, the rotation 

between countries and contents. Most importantly, it had laid the foundations for the Bureau 

International des Exposition (BIE), the official organization overseeing the exhibitions.4 The 

Second World War stopped the frenzied growth of these events, and it would not be until 

1958 that a new world exposition was held. Since then, eight BIE approved world expositions 

have been held starting from the Brussels World Fair in 1958 or Expo 58, the Century 21 

Exposition of Seattle in 1962, Expo 67 or the 1967 International and Universal Exposition in 

Montreal, Expo ’70 or Nihon bankoku hakurankai ( 日本万国博覧会 ) in Osaka, the 

Universal Exposition of Seville or Expo ’92, Expo 2000 in Hannover, Expo 2010 Shanghai 

China and Milan’s Expo 2015. 

 Throughout their history, the world expositions have constantly evolved, resulting in 

new themes and new goals. The latest was held last year in Milan. It ran from May 1st, 2015 

to October 31st, 2015. The slogan Feeding the planet, energy for life was its main theme. Food 

was certainly one of its core attractions, but the exposition’s theme also has deeper meanings. 

It reflects the BIE’s assigned function to the world expositions of ‘discussion platforms aimed 

at finding solutions to universal challenges of our time.’5 Nevertheless, this has not always 

been the universal exhibitions’ main function. For most of their history, these world events 

have focused on shaping and presenting national identities, and only in the second half of the 

twentieth century did they gain this new global dimension.6  

  The secondary literature has embraced the world expositions due to the numerous 

subjects that can be studied in relation to them, for example: architecture, consumerism, 

capitalism, national identity, imperialism, representation and modernity. The variety of these 

subjects means that scholarly interest spans many disciplines, some of the major ones being 

history and art history, anthropology, ethnology, communication studies, gender studies, and 

                                                           
4 The BIE officially recognizes four types of expositions: world expositions; international specialized 

   expositions, horticultural exhibitions and the Triennale di Milano. Source: Bureau International des 

   Expositions, ‘The Expos’ <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories> [Last visited 

   on 8-1-2016]. 
5 BIE, ‘The Expos’ <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories> [Last visited on 8-1 

  2016]. 
6 BIE, ‘World Expos’ <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories/world-expos> [Last 

   visited on 8-1 2016]. 

http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories
http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories
http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories/world-expos
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even linguistics. New questions are constantly being raised forcing new theories to be 

developed and new areas to be explored. But there are some enduring subjects that continue to 

attract a lot of attention. One of them is the question of national identity at the world 

expositions. For the countries hosting and participating at the nineteenth century exhibitions 

this was a very important goal. Historians have recognized the importance of national identity 

at the world expositions and study them for further understanding the cultural history and 

symbolic representation of nation-states.7  

The biggest shift has been to move past the early phase of merely chronicling the 

exhibitions and placing them within their historical contexts. The awareness that universal 

exhibitions were much more than just historical events quickly grew in the second half of the 

twentieth century. Scholars are thus researching the multiple functions of exhibitions, leading 

to new insights. Since the 1980s there has been an increased concern with the representation 

and construction of reality taking place at the exhibitions, with Burton Benedict8 having 

expressed interest in the experience of not only the visitors, but also those of the people on 

display. Another though still marginal subject, is the increased interest for the criticism 

surrounding the expositions throughout their 160 years long tradition.9  

 Depending on the chosen research subject within the corpus of world expositions 

studies, there are specific theories a scholar can make use of. Any study examining world 

expositions and imperialism would refer to Edward Said’s concept of Orientalism and the 

Other, and its criticism. Right next to it would be Foucault’s ideas on the relationships 

between power and knowledge. For example, Benedict’s approach refers to these theories. 

Newer subjects of consumerism and consumption are tied to the ideas of J. F. Lyotard and J. 

Baudrillard. Studies pertaining to national identity at the universal exhibitions would need to 

look at Benedict Anderson’s theory on imagined communities and Eric Hobsbawm’s theory 

on the invention of tradition. Anderson’s theory presupposes that nations are artificially 

engineered communities of people. Hobsbawm’s invented traditions look at sets of practices 

that serve or served to establish a continuity with the historical past. These two theories are 

often seen as connected.10 

                                                           
7 Guido Abbattista, Moving bodies, displaying nations: national cultures, race and gender in world expositions 

   nineteenth to twenty-first century (Trieste, 2014), 10; Rembold, ‘Exhibitions and Identity’, 222. 
8 Burton Benedict was professor emeritus of social anthropology at UC Berkley.  
9 Peter H. Hoffenberg, An Empire on Display: English, Indian, and Australian exhibitions from the Crystal 

   Palace to the Great War (Berkeley, 2001) xvii; Elfie Rembold, ‘Exhibitions and National Identity’, National 

   Identities 1:3 (1999), 221-225, alhier 222; Rydell, Fair Representations, 3; Burton Benedict, ‘International 

   exhibitions and national identity’, Anthropology Today 7:3 (1991), 5-9, alhier 5.  
10 Marieke Bloembergen, Koloniale inspiratie: Frankrijk, Nederland, Indië en de wereldtentoonstellingen 1883 

   1931 (Leiden, 2004), 13, 14; Harvey, Hybrids of modernity, 133; Benedict R. O. G Anderson, Imagined  
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In the last decades, scholars have become increasingly divided over the question if 

universal exhibitions continue to be important actors in the shaping and reworking of national 

identities. One group has stated that the post-war expositions have lost their meaning as 

mediums for the transfer of national images and showing of technological progress. These 

scholars base their skepticism on the presence of other mass-events such as the Olympics and 

the rise of mass-communication. They see them as having taken over the functions of the 

exhibitions. Another development that these scholars consider to have diminished the prestige 

of the universal exhibitions as creators of national identity has been the rise of multinational 

corporations as exhibitors. Consequently, the periodization of the expositions has been 

affected by this. Many scholars have viewed the post-war expositions as corporate-sponsored 

theme parks mixed with elements of trade fairs. This has led to their dismissal as interesting 

research subjects. Therefore, there is a tendency for scholars to focus on the nineteenth 

century, and especially on the role of imperialism and empire as the exposition’s motors.11  

Nevertheless, there is another group of scholars who have argued that the reworking of 

national identity has remained an important part of the expositions. This is due to a shift in the 

perception of scholars of the post- Second World War exhibitions. The importance of world 

expositions for contemporary history has come under new light in more recent years. Some 

historians are pointing to the rising frequency of universal and specialized expositions since 

the Second World War, which has been interpreted as some sort of revival of the expo-

medium. The small but noticeable success of the 1992 Seville exposition, and the astounding 

success of the 2010 Shanghai exposition have helped to set in motion the re-habilitation of the 

post-war exhibitions. An example of this are the new research projects that have been 

established in lieu of the 2015 Milan Expo. This new interest has come from junior historians 

and online journals.12  

This thesis can be considered part of this new development as it will look at the 

changing national identities displayed at the post- Second World War expositions and see 

how these changes have been perceived. Even though the main subject, that is the 

                                                           
   communities: reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism (London and New York, 1991), 8; Eric J. 

   Hobsbawm and Thomas O. Ranger, The Invention of tradition (Cambridge, 1983), 1, 14; Aram Yengoyan, 

   ‘Culture, ideology and world’s fairs: colonizer and colonized in comparative perspectives’, in: Robert W. 

   Rydell and Nancy E. Gwinn (red.), Fair representations: world’s fairs and the modern world (Amsterdam, 

   1994), 62-83, alhier 66, 77.  
11 Penelope Harvey, Hybrids of Modernity: anthropology, the nation state and the universal exhibition (London, 

   1996), 101; Robert W. Rydell and Nancy E. Gwinn (red.), Fair representations: world’s fairs and the modern 

   world, European Contribution to American Studies 27 (Amsterdam 1994), 4; Greenhalgh, Fair world, 13; 

   Hoffenberg, Empire on Display, xiv. 
12 Abbattista, Moving Bodies, 9; Greenhalgh, Fair world, 13.  
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representation of national identity at the exhibitions, is not new few studies have actually 

looked at it from close-up for this time-period. Also, many scholars have examined what 

expositions have meant for the hosting country, but not necessarily for the participating ones. 

As a case study, this thesis will focus on one of the participating countries, namely Great 

Britain. By looking at a non-hosting country, this research will set itself apart from previous 

works.  

There are several reasons for choosing Britain as a case study. Firstly, Great Britain is 

considered one of the key nations within world exposition studies, the others being France 

and the United States. Secondly, world expositions have played a major part in the nineteenth 

and twentieth century in shaping Britain’s national identity. Thirdly, Britain is unique in that 

she has two identities, both present at the exhibitions: Britishness and Englishness. There is a 

lively debate regarding these two concepts in the secondary literature concerning their 

definitions and application to specific time periods. In broad terms it can be said that 

Britishness is an all-encompassing identity characterized largely by industry, empire, the 

crown but also Shakespearean tradition. Although Englishness is also associated with 

Shakespearean tradition, it paints a more eccentric image of the British as well as focusing 

more on nature and countryside.  

While most studies have indeed only looked at the hosting nations of world 

expositions, there have been a few which have focused on Britain as a non-hosting country 

and more importantly, on British national identity at some of the post- Second World War 

expositions. Two examples are Brian Edwards and Susan Fahy’s13 article on ‘The British 

pavilion at Expo ’67: art, architecture and national identity’, British Journal of Canadian 

Studies 20:2 (2007) and Penelope Harvey’s14 article on ‘Multiculturalism without 

responsibility? The contemporary universal exhibition’, Critical Quarterly 38:3 (1996). 

However, both articles only focused on singular expositions, those of Montreal and Seville 

respectively. A more recent study has looked at British identity at all of the universal 

exhibitions starting from the nineteenth century till now. This is Paul Greenhalgh’s book Fair 

world: a history of world’s fairs and expositions from London to Shanghai 1851-2010 

(Winterbourne, 2011). He has also written extensively on the tensions between Britishness 

and Englishness.  

                                                           
13 Brian Edwards is a research professor in architecture at Edinburgh College of Art. Susan Fahy is Divisional  

   leader in Fine Art and Photography at the University of Wolverhampton.  
14 Penelope Harvey is a professor of social anthropology at the University of Manchester. 
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Although Greenhalgh’s book is one of the most extensive studies on the subject of 

national identity at world expositions, he has not looked at newspapers as a source for 

analyzing national identity. Newspapers play a role within the mass media as official sources 

for public opinion. However, this official position is based on political and religious 

affiliation and target audience. Because of this, Anderson has seen them as being part of 

systems of cultural representations, much like the exhibitions. In other words, newspapers too 

have a role in creating a shared sense of national identity.15 By studying British newspaper 

articles regarding the post- Second World War exhibitions, this thesis will look at what the 

target audience, in this case the British public, will have been told in regards to (British) 

national identity represented at the world expositions and how this might have changed over 

time. This will be done first in the form of an all-encompassing view on national identity. 

Afterward, the focus will be narrowed down to Britain. The goal is to be able to answer the 

following research question: ‘How has the representation of national identity changed at the 

universal exhibitions from 1958 to 2015, and more specifically in the case of Great Britain, as 

perceived by British national newspapers?’  

Five British broadsheet newspapers will be analyzed to see what they saw at the 

expositions as pertaining to national identity in general and as British identity, as well as their 

reaction to it. The five broadsheet newspapers have been selected based on their average 

(printed) circulation numbers of the years of the expositions or the closest available ones. 

Also, only broadsheets have been looked at as in general they try to render a more neutral 

view of events and are less sensational than tabloids. This is not to say that tabloids are not 

important. A comparison between the two types could be interesting. However, at this point in 

time, such comparison would lead away from the core of this research. 

According to the circulation numbers of the Audit Bureau of Circulation16, the five 

most circulated broadsheet newspapers between 1956 and 2015 were The Daily Telegraph, 

The Times,17 Financial Times, The Guardian,18 and The Independent (Table 1). The articles 

selected had to fit two criteria: they had to have been published within a specific period of 

time, namely in the week leading up to the opening of the expositions, the first month, the 

week before closing or the month after closure as this were the periods in which the 

                                                           
15 Wendy Webster, Englishness and Empire 1939-1965 (Oxford, 2005), 5. 
16 The Audit Bureau of Circulation is a non-profit organization working on developing audit procedures to verify 

   circulation date of newspapers and periodicals. Any and all figures are checked by an independent, Bureau 

   approved, third party. Source: Audit Bureau of Circulation, ‘What is ABC’  

   <http://www.auditbureau.org/about-what-is-abc.html> [Last visited on 4-12-2015]. 
17 On some occasions, The Sunday Times was used.  
18 On some occasions The Observer was used as this was the Sunday edition of The Guardian.  

http://www.auditbureau.org/about-what-is-abc.html
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expositions received most attention. Secondly, all of the articles had to discuss the exposition 

more than just in passing.  

 

 1956 1961 1966 1976 1992 2000** 2010 2015 

The Daily 

Telegraph* 

 

1.075.460 

 

1.248.000 

 

1.353.000 

 

1.308.000 

 

1.038.138 

 

1.039.749 

 

691.128 

 

494.675 

The Times 220.716 253.000 282.000 310.000 386.258 726.349 508.250 396.621 

The Guardian 163.585 245.000 281.000 306.000 429.062 401.560 302.285 185.429 

Financial 

Times 

 

80.518 

 

132.000 

 

152.000 

 

174.000 

 

290.204 

 

435.478 

 

390.315 

 

219.444 

The 

Independent*** 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

389.523 

 

222.106 

 

185.815 

 

61.338 

Table 1: Circulation numbers selected newspapers 

* Unfortunately, for The Daily Telegraph only articles from 2000 and onward were available 

in both digital and physical archives. 

** From 2000 onward numbers list the average circulation for January of the year in question, 

before they were averages of each year. 

***The Independent was established in 1986. 

 

The first chapter focuses on how the secondary literature has looked at the national 

and British identity of the eight exhibitions in questions. The second chapter explains the 

methodological framework and analyzes the attention the selected broadsheets have given to 

the world expositions. Chapters three and four examine national identity and British identity 

as found in the newspaper articles respectively. In chapters two, three and four the analysis’ 

results are compared to the theoretical framework sketched in the chapter one.  
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Chapter 1: The evolution of national and British identity at world 

expositions after the Second World War 

 

This chapter illustrates how world exposition scholars have looked at the matter of national 

identity at the post- Second World War exhibitions. The first sections focuses on how 

historians have researched the expositions as sites for altering national identities, the modes of 

identity described in the secondary literature, how these were influenced by the expositions’ 

themes and the presence of multinational corporations. The second section studies how 

historians have studied the way Britain has dealt with some of these elements next to her own 

unique forms of identity: Britishness and Englishness. Central in this part is the debate 

surrounding these two concepts and what they entail. 

 

National identity  

Nationalism and the rise of the nation-states played very important roles in the 

nineteenth century. Anderson’s theory on imagined communities emphasizes the systems of 

cultural representations present at the time as modes through which governments in this 

period attempted to create a shared national identity. The world expositions have been 

recognized as such systems of cultural representation. Many scholars have therefore pointed 

to the function universal exhibition had as shapers of national identity.19  

At their most basic, the exhibitions are places for displaying objects, but such displays 

have always held secondary meanings or symbolism. The nineteenth century governments 

were quick to make the connection between the displays’ symbolism, the shaping of national 

identities and nation building. They were also very invested in the selection of what was put 

on show. Robert Rydell20 has described this selection process as a construction of reality. 

Governments and national commissions chose the preferred objects for presenting national 

identities that were to be shown at the expositions. Together, they created a kind of narrative 

for the spectator, depicting what a national identity entailed. Central were representations of 

national crafts and the architecture of individual pavilions. It led to the expositions becoming 

sites for promoting national identity to outsiders, but more importantly to the home public. In 

a world where there was no mass communication or modern transport, these events offered 

                                                           
19 Webster, Englishness, 5. Hoffenberg, Empire on display, xiv.  
20 Robert W. Rydell is a history professor at Montana State University specializing in Museum and World’s 

   Fairs Studies, as well as the Director of the MSU Humanities Institute. 
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people a (constructed) view of a world they would otherwise never have been able to see. 

That there were secondary purposes to these representations, such a privileged position of 

their own nation, was not of particular concern to the nineteenth century spectators.21  

Roughly 150 years later, the BIE’s webpage explaining what world expositions entail, 

explicitly states that ‘Expo is a tool for nation branding,’22 thereby strongly implying that this 

is still an important function of the exhibitions. Over the course of the twentieth and twenty-

first century, scholars too have affirmed that the exhibitions’ role as vehicles of national 

identity has remained strong. Montreal, Osaka and Shanghai were excellent examples of the 

continuing importance of exhibitions within this context. They were all government initiatives 

with the formative impact the exhibition would have on their nations’ identity in mind. 

Montreal helped instill within the Canadian national identity a sense of optimism, progress 

and well-being. Osaka was regarded by the Japanese government as the best way to establish 

Japan as a world power equal to those of Europe and the United States. In more recent years, 

the exposition held in Shanghai (2010) was organized as a way to help shape Chinese national 

identity for an international public.23  

Nevertheless, some changes have occurred. During the nineteenth century, 

constructing national identities at the expositions was done either within the context of 

instilling a sense of unity in the population of a rising nation-state, or to contrast the nation 

with the (as backwards considered) populace of the colonies. Nowadays though, nations no 

longer have to construct their national images in the eyes of their citizens as strongly as they 

had to in the previous centuries. In so doing, Rydell’s construction of reality has become less 

prominent. The goal of national branding has turned toward influencing what outsiders see as 

being part of a nation’s identity. This means that the balance has shifted from targeting the 

home public toward a form of national branding meant specifically for an international 

public.24 

At the twentieth and twenty-first century exhibitions, three distinct modes of 

constructing national identity are used. The first two are the ones described by scholars, the 

                                                           
21 Burton Benedict, ‘Rituals of representation: ethnic stereotypes and colonized peoples at world’s fairs’, in: 

   Robert W. Rydell and Nancy E. Gwinn (red.), Fair representations: world’s fairs and the modern world 

   (Amsterdam, 1994), 28-61, alhier 28; Robert W. Rydell, ‘World fairs and museums’, in: Sharon MacDonald 

   (red.) A companion to Museum Studies (Malden, 2006), 135-151, alhier 141; Rydell, ‘World fairs and 

   museums’, 136, 137, 141; Rembold, ‘Exhibitions and Identity’, 223; Robert W. Rydell, World of fairs: the 

   century-of-progress expositions (Chicago and London, 1993), 3. 
22 BIE, ‘What is an Expo?’ <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/what-is-an-expo> [Last visited 

   on 9-1-2016]. 
23 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 69, 271; Midori Yoshimoto, ‘Expo ’70 and Japanese art: dissonant voices an 

   introduction and commentary’, Review of Japanese culture and society 23 (2011), 1-12, alhier 2. 
24 Greenhalgh, Fair world 185; Bloembergen, Koloniale inspiratie, 17. 

http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/what-is-an-expo
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third is proposed by the BIE. The first mode sees national identity being connected to the idea 

of modernity: scientific progress and achievements were not to be portrayed as a national 

achievement, but as a step toward solving global problems. Brussels’ Expo 58 was the first 

exposition were this new form of identity was to be used.25  

The reality of the Cold War however, meant that many nations were reluctant to 

follow these new lines. Instead, they used national achievements to showcase their identity. 

This is the second mode distinguished by the secondary literature. To be more precise, it was 

the rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union that complicated things. 

Greenhalgh has characterized the expression of this rivalry at world expositions as a war of 

comparison. The United States and the Soviet Union presented their identities as opposites to 

each other. In a way, the expositions from Brussels to Osaka acted as stages for a stand-off 

between two giants boasting about their technological achievements and their lifestyles. 

Penelope Harvey has demonstrated that the boasting of national achievements has continued 

to manifest itself at the exhibitions, even after the end of the Cold War. Her analysis of the 

Spanish exhibition of 1992 has shown that the nations participating were actively selling 

themselves and their achievements.26 

The Cold War also influenced the expositions on a participatory level leading to an 

increase in nations’ refusal to participate in an event where a rivaling nation was present. 

Seattle illustrated this best. The Soviet Union did not participate, while the Communist Baltic 

states, the People’s Republic of China, Vietnam and North Korea had not even been invited. 

The United States presented themselves at their exhibition as a nation of affluence and 

enlightenment to contrast the Soviet Union.27 

The third mode of constructing national identity consists of a combination of the first 

two. The striking architecture of the national pavilions at all of the expositions is recognized 

by scholars as another method for presenting national symbols. The BIE interpreted this as a 

way for nations to present both a national and modern identity. The BIE explains it as 

follows: the external architecture of the national pavilion is to be inspired by the identity of 

                                                           
25 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 155; Brigitte Schroeder-Gudehus and David Cloutier, ‘Popularizing science and 

   technology during the Cold War: Brussels 1958’, in: Robert W. Rydell and Nancy E. Gwinn (red.), Fair 

   representations: world’s fairs and the modern world (Amsterdam, 1994), 157-180, alhier 161. 
26 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 185; Penelope Harvey, ‘Multiculturalism without responsibility? The 

   contemporary universal exhibition’, Critical Quarterly 38:3 (1996), 30-44, alhier 31; Harvey, Hybrids of 

   modernity, 142;  
27 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 188; John M. Findlay, ‘Seattle 1962’, in: Jonh E. Findling and Kimberly D. Pelle 

   (red.), Encyclopedia of world’s fairs and expositions (London, 2008), 323-330, alhier 325. 
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the exhibitor; the interior of the building meanwhile, should reflect the purpose of the 

expositions by showing innovations and discoveries meant to serve a global community.28 

 Alongside with the new intended audience and modes of identity, some of the actors 

have also changed. Scholars have noted that while governments had been the main 

commissioners of the nineteenth century expositions, this role has partially shifted toward 

multinational or state corporations and organizations in the twentieth century. This shift has 

raised the question for some scholars whether the universal exhibitions can still be regarded as 

sites for promoting national imagery. Others like Harvey, have countered this by saying that 

governments and corporations are actually working together toward a common goal: that of a 

sustainable image of the nation. Although it may appear a curious collaboration, both parties 

profit from each other. Corporations help governments raise the capital needed and they 

supply an international character to the pavilion allowing governments to make claims to a 

global context. Therefore, they help cement the modern national identity. In return, the 

expositions provide a range of economic opportunities for the corporations. All participating 

corporations are selected, with governments approving which companies can participate. This 

means that they are bound to the terms set out by the state.29   

 The presence of business corporations and their ties to marketing has raised the 

question of consumerism as part of the expositions. Consumerism has been recognized as 

already being a feature of world exhibitions in the nineteenth century. Its increase after the 

Second World War has been seen by scholars like Burton and Greenhalgh as one of the 

reasons for the decline of the world expositions. For many nations, consumerism was 

translated into the selling of consumer goods at the pavilions’ souvenir shops. In a way, the 

selling of goods contributed to the shaping of identity as these shops specialized in objects 

that were specifically associated with a nation or thought to represent it best. Scholar have 

noted other ways as well through which consumerism is expressed at the exhibitions: the 

pavilions are regarded as places expressing desires for consumer goods; or they were regarded 

as places of experience articulated through consumer goods such as souvenirs. These studies 

however, focus more on the experience of consumerism than national identity and 

consumerism, and as such are not immediately relevant to this research. Nevertheless, they 

ought to be mentioned for completeness.30 

                                                           
28 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 185; BIE, ‘World Expos’  

   <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories/world-expos> [Last visited on 9-1-2016].  
29 Rydell, ‘Fairs and museums’, 142; Rembold, ‘Exhibitions and National Identity’, 224.  
30 Hoffenberg, Empire on display, xvii; Greenhalgh, Fair world, 68; Simon Featherstone, Englishness: twentieth 

   century popular culture and the forming of English identity (Edinburgh, 2009), 63; Abbattista, Moving bodies, 

http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/about-expos/expo-categories/world-expos
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 Achievements, modernity and their combination are the modes for presenting national 

identities. The themes of the expositions helped determine what they entailed. The Cold War 

exhibitions revolved around science, technology and progress. Science and technology were 

considered at the time to be the tools through which nations could project progress. It could 

be said that the Cold War even helped steer the themes of the expositions. The consequences 

of the atom bombs and the threat of nuclear warfare had damaged science’s image. The 

Brussels exhibition was meant to help clear science’s name while nations displayed their 

(peaceful) scientific achievements. Science and technology were there to help people not to 

lose hope in progress and the future.31 The themes of the Seattle (1962) and Osaka (1970) 

expositions also showed how central science and progress were: Seattle’s theme was Man in 

the Space age; Concept of man in the World of century 21 in an era of peace, cultural 

advancement and economic development32; Osaka’s theme was Human progress into 

harmony.33 

 When Seville hosted the universal exhibition in 1992, the Cold War had just ended, 

thereby taking away one of the drives behind the exhibitions. So far scholars have not yet 

identified a similar motor behind the last four expositions. However, this did not mean that 

the exhibitions did not have clear themes. New themes arrived, but they did not entirely 

replace science and progress. Instead, they were reworked and absorbed in to the new themes 

based on nature and environment. Note that this process was not immediate. Seville provided 

a sort of transitory theme that was separate from the Cold War and the environment. Culture 

and the meeting of the past and present were taken as the main thematic tropes. The past 

showed science through the ages, while the present was used to show technological 

developments.34 

 Hannover was the first exposition designated by the BIE with nature and environment 

as the official themes. At the Hannover, Shanghai and Milan exhibitions, these themes 

became the new modes through which science was reworked. Science is now called to help 

solve the problems presented by the new theme: the survival of humanity and the preservation 

                                                           
   9; Harvey, Hybrids of modernity, 2, 3, 158.  
31 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 68, 69; Schroeder-Gudehus and Cloutier, ‘Popularizing science: Brussels 1958’, 158, 

   160.  
32 BIE, ‘1962 Seattle’ < http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/past-expos/expo-timeline/1962-seattle> [Last 

   visited on 9-1-2016]. 
33 BIE, ‘1970 Osaka’ < http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/past-expos/expo-timeline/1970-osaka> [Last 

   visited on 9-1-2016]. 
34 John E. Findling, ‘Fair legacies: Expo ’92 and Cartuja ‘93’, in: Robert W. Rydell and Nancy E. Gwinn (red.), 

   Fair representations: world’s fairs and the modern world (Amsterdam, 1994), 181-196, alhier 181; Veronique 

   Marteau, ‘Seville 1992’, in: Jonh E. Findling and Kimberly D. Pelle (red.), Encyclopedia of world’s fairs and 

   expositions (London, 2008), 377-386, alhier 379, 380. 

http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/past-expos/expo-timeline/1962-seattle
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of nature and the environment. 35 Nature and environment are both quite difficult to delineate, 

allowing for a broad interpretation, as reflected by the varied themes of the last three 

expositions. Hannover focused on ‘Human being – Nature – Technology Energetic and space 

economy.’36 Some of the national pavilions showed the new thematic approach in their 

physical structure as they were designed and built with their environmental impact in mind. 

Shanghai tackled the problems of urban planning and the development of sustainable cities, a 

major problem in today’s China.37 Milan’s theme of Feeding the world, energy for life 

exposition wanted to make people think about making ‘conscious political choices, develop 

sustainable lifestyles, and use the best technology to create a balance between the availability 

and the consumption of resources.’38  

  Paul Greenhalgh has noted that some of the national pavilions of the Cold War 

expositions reflected forms of national heritage, nostalgia and tradition next to science, 

technology and progress. The reason behind this was that for some nations, progress alone 

could not reflect the whole of their national identity. In order to present a strong identity, 

these nations necessitated the addition of the national past. Despite the nations’ intention of 

presenting a stronger identity, historians have remarked that the combination of past and 

present often resulted in a confusing national identity. Even though it was held after the end 

of the Cold War, Seville seemingly held on to the idea of combining past and present. Its 

theme, The Age of Discovery, fused the commemoration of Columbus’ discovery of the 

Americas and the purpose of cementing Spain’s position within the European Community 

together. Spanish identity was based in the past through the journeys of Columbus, while 

looking also looking to the economic future of the country.39 

 A lot of work has been done by scholars on the subject of national identities at the 

twentieth and twenty-first century universal exhibitions. The different modes of presenting 

national identities at the expositions, the new actors and the influences from consumerism are 

all applicable, at least to a certain extent, to various nations. Nevertheless, there is still more 

research possible, especially research that focuses on singular cases. The case of Great Britain 

                                                           
35 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 187. Rembold, ‘Exhibitions and identity’, 224.  
36 BIE, ‘2000 Hannover’ <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/past-expos/expo-timeline/2000-hannover> 

   [Last visited on 9-1-2016]. 
37 BIE, ‘2010 Shanghai’ <http://www.bie-paris.org/site/en/expos/past-expos/expo-timeline/2010-shanghai> [Last 

   visited on 9-1-2016]. 
38 BIE, ‘The Theme’ (version 9-1-2016) <http://www.expo2015.org/en/learn-more/the-theme> [Last visited on 

   9-1-2016]. 
39 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 185; Brian Edwards and Susan Fahy, ‘The British pavilion at Expo ’67: art, 

   architecture and national identity’, British Journal of Canadian Studies 20:2 (2007), 249-274, alhier 250. 

   Harvey, Hybrids of modernity, 26. 
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reveals that there are individual circumstances that have to be taken into account in order to 

provide a more complete image of how national identity is represented at world expositions.  

 

British national identity  

Having been a constant participant of the world exhibitions, presenting a national identity at 

these events had always been paramount for Great Britain. In the twentieth and twenty-first 

century, the British government has been faced with similar complexities other nations had 

had to deal with: showing a modern identity, changing themes, and new actors. There was 

also an issue that was unique to Britain. Since the very beginning of the world expositions, 

there were two types of national identity through which Great Britain could present herself to 

the outside world and the home public. On the one hand there was the all-encompassing sense 

of Britishness, on the other there was Englishness, which is considered more regional at its 

core.40  

 According to Greenhalgh, for the nineteenth century exhibitions Britishness had been 

the dominant type of identity on display at the British pavilions. His definition sees industry 

and empire as its core characteristics. To this, he adds the crown, the navy and a stiff upper 

lip, the image of the British as emotionally restrained and displaying fortitude in the face of 

adversity. It was not until the turn of the century that Britishness was no longer effective in 

providing a distinctive national image. Other nations too had become industrial and imperial 

powers. Greenhalgh identified these shifts in the political and economic spheres as the 

moment for the rise of a new form of national identity as the main British national identity 

displayed at the expositions which he calls Englishness.41  

Greenhalgh describes Englishness as having provided an alternative to Britishness, but 

stresses that the values out of which Englishness was made up had to be invented. It was 

based upon one particular part of English history which was viewed as the starting place of 

the modern British nation: the Tudor period. It was further augmented by the medieval world, 

rurality and the seventeenth century. The second step had been to turn this symbolic construct 

into an experienced reality. The universal exhibitions were considered to be the most efficient 

means through which the British government could achieve this. Mixed together, the rural 

Tudor village, notions of Shakespearean tradition and stability became the focus of British 

identity expressed through Englishness at the exhibitions. During the first few decades of the 

                                                           
40 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 166, 187. 
41 Ibidem, 166.   
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twentieth century, the slowly rising critique of empire further cemented the need for an 

alternative mode of identification at the expositions. Englishness already contrasted greatly 

with Britishness, (rural – industrial; pre-navy – navy) but now it became steeped even more in 

ideas of aristocratic quaintness, traditions and folklore. This image was known as Olde or 

Merrie Engelande.42  

 Directly after the Second World War, Greenhalgh saw Olde Engelande continuing to 

be the main type of national identity portrayed by Great Britain at the universal exhibitions. It 

built on the images used at previous universal exhibitions such as the rural English village 

with its cottages, Shakespeare, eccentricity and quaintness. Britishness meanwhile continued 

to face great criticism due to the negativity surrounding empire. People sought to disassociate 

themselves from it. Englishness provided an identity that did just that. At the same time, the 

traditional rural image was further expanded to include the image of the hearth and 

herbaceous borders tended to by the quiet and reserved Englishman.43 

 Nonetheless, in contrast to this other scholars have pointed to a persisting presence of 

what they label as Britishness at the post- Second World War exhibitions, thus suggesting that 

representing British national identity at the expositions is a more complicated affair than 

Greenhalgh lets on. Lisa Tickner and David Peters Corbett44, in their article 'Being British and 

Going... Somewhere', described a form of Britishness existing throughout the 1950s and 

1960s. Although the article revolves around British art around the middle of the twentieth 

century, the authors point to some of the characteristics Great Britain presented as being part 

of her national identity at a few of the expositions held during those times, most notably the 

Festival of Britain (this national expositions was held, in part, to commemorate the Great 

Exhibition of 1851). 

Initially, the Britishness described by Ticker and Corbett consisted of the image of the 

island nation as the home of Shakespeare and tradition. In the following decade, this 

particular image was expanded to include more consumerist-oriented and pop-culture 

characteristics in the form of Mary Quant45 and the Beatles. Science too, in the form of 

nuclear power, had been incorporated into it at this point. In reality though, the presence of 

Britishness is not an entirely new development. The architect of the British pavilion at 

                                                           
36 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 167, 168; Webster, Englishness and Empire, 9. 
43 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 168. Webster, Englishness and Empire, 57; Steve Garner, ‘A moral economy of 

   whiteness: behaviours, belonging and Britishness’, Ethnicities 12:4 (2012), 445-464, alhier 456. 
44 Lisa Tickner is an emeritus professor  of Art History at Middlesex University. David Peters Corbett is a 

   professor of Art History and American Studies at the University of East Anglia. 
45 Mary Quant was the inventor of the mini-skirt and hot-pants. 
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Montreal, Sir Basil Spence, also spoke of Britishness as the national identity of Great Britain. 

He too incorporated traditional elements with science within his design. His vision was 

completed by the Union Jack, which he saw as the most important national symbol of Great 

Britain.46  

It is clear that scholars had, and are still having, different views on this subject. 

Greenhalgh is one of few scholars to have made a distinction between the two types of British 

identity at the exhibitions. In the meantime, Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness resembles a 

fusion of Greenhalgh’s Britishness and Englishness, with the added element of contemporary 

culture. Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness, with its scientific dimension, seemed to have 

reflected more aptly the identity that other nations were presenting at the exhibitions: using 

the expositions’ themes to help shape national identities. Following this tangent then, Britain 

appeared to have fit in with a more general trend. What Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness also 

showed was how Britain included her history and tradition in an identity based on modern 

science. Scholars have noted that many nations struggled with this. Britain however, has been 

regarded as a successful exception.47   

Things did not become any easier after the break between Osaka and Seville. Harvey 

saw Seville as a turning point in British identity at the world exhibitions. A combination of 

Greenhalgh’s Englishness (tradition and tea) and Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness (isolated 

island nation) was reworked. The British government saw a need to present a modern British 

identity. In accordance with the notion that nations were to promote an image of themselves 

as working toward supporting a common goal, the British pavilion was to show an 'original 

Britain in partnership with the world.'48 To achieve this, stereotypical imagery of the British 

people abroad had to be dismantled.  The designers of the pavilion understood them to consist 

of the following: an isolated people with a stiff upper lip, tradition-bound, tea drinking and 

complaining of bad weather. The pavilion’s displays sought to combat these stereotypes by 

showing Great Britain as a forward-looking nation making scientific and technological 

contributions that could be of use to the global community. Explicit national symbols beyond 

the Union Jack were kept to a minimum, further underlining the transnational nature through 

which Britain wanted to identify itself.49  

                                                           
46 Lisa Tickner and David P. Corbett, 'Being British and Going... Somewhere', Art History 35:2 (2012), 206-215, 

   alhier 207; Edwards, 'Pavilion at Expo '67’, 249, 250, 254, 255, 259, 269. 
47 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 187. 
48 Harvey, ‘Multiculturalism without responsibility’, 36. 
49 Ibidem, 37, 38. 
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Greenhalgh however, did not see Seville as the exposition where this happened. He 

marked Shanghai as the universal exhibition through which Britain officially cast off the 

image of the Tudors and quaintness. Britain needing to dispel this image implied that Seville 

had not been successful in doing so. At the Chinese exposition, Britain explicitly looked to 

science and environment for a new national identity. Plant life, microbiology and the future of 

the planet were central to the pavilion, the latter hinting at a modern identity. The question 

now is what to call the new British identity. Does it still fall under either the concept of 

Britishness or Englishness, or is it something else entirely? Greenhalgh saw Englishness as 

having been discarded, but he has not offered a new concept with which to replace it. Neither 

definitions of Britishness fit the new imager either. The way the scientific discussion was 

presented, transcended national borders, signaling perhaps a real move toward a modern 

British identity.50  

 The secondary literature is not very clear on the possible consequences the presence of 

multinational companies has had for British identity in particular at the expositions, although 

they do point to a few instances in regards to this. Seville is an example of where the UK 

stressed the opportunities offered to the corporations by the exhibition, in order to attract 

businesses. It is possible that Britain too viewed corporations as ways to create a modern 

identity. Another example is the Milan Expo which shows that there has been a reciprocal 

relationship between the British government and British companies at the exhibitions as. At 

this exposition, the British government organized a design contest denoting the themes and 

aims of the Milan Expo, as well as their aspirations for the British pavilion at the exhibition. 

The concession was of course awarded to the company that fit best all of the aims and 

purposes. The list of organizations51 behind the British pavilion of the 2015 Expo also show 

the collaboration between British firms and government, as there are both governmental and 

non-governmental ones.52 One interesting point that ought to be remembered was that at the 

                                                           
50 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 187. 
51 List of organizations of the UK pavilion at Milan 2015: UK Trade & Investment, Foreign & Commonwealth 
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Millennium Dome, Britain’s own national exhibition held in 2000, the organizers saw the 

visitors as consumers. This could have been true for the world expositions as well.53 

 The confusion at the expositions with the different types of British identity, their 

definitions and when they were truly altered stems for the most part from the situation within 

Britain herself. First of all, Britishness was not immediately dismissed after the war. It was 

used as a unifying identity to counter the rise of Communism. However, the stigma of empire 

was also strong, forcing people to look to other types of identity, in this case Englishness. 

British people have struggled with this ever since. At the moment, Englishness is more 

popular as many find it an easier concept to which they can relate because it is tied to a 

smaller, geographical region. But there are also other factors at play that have supported the 

turn toward Englishness: the devolution in the UK; European integration; and 

multiculturalism.54  

 The difficulty in providing a definition for Britishness and Englishness was also felt in 

Britain, with many people struggling to make sense of them, Britishness more so than 

Englishness. The same is true for what Britain and England really entail. Whether it concerns 

Britishness or Englishness at the expositions or in Britain, scholars have regarded these 

concepts as being vague. There is also a certain amount of artificiality behind them. Because 

Britishness is the national identity used to unify England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland, it is regarded as more artificial and could be considered an imagined community. But 

Englishness too has demonstrated to belong to the same category. Even though with 

Englishness’ regionalism it may appear more natural and innate one should not forget that 

Englishness also consists of several invented traditions such as the Tudor village and 

quaintness.55  

Whether one sees Britishness as the defining identity for Great Britain or perhaps 

Englishness, there have been two curious things going on. While in Great Britain, people are 

turning to Englishness, with its quaintness and eccentricity, the British government has been 

working hard to dismantle this very image at the expositions and thus also alter it in the eyes 

of an international public. Another interesting thing is the adherence to Britishness at the 

expositions seen by scholars. Britishness is, after all, an all-encompassing concept of national 

                                                           
53 Harvey, Hybrids of modernity, 64, 102; Featherstone, Englishness, 63. 
54 Webster, Englishness and empire, 57. Chris Rojek, Brit-myth: who do the British think they are? (London, 

   2007), 7. 
55 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 167, 187. Featherstone, Englishness, 62, 64, 182. Garner, ‘Moral economy’, 456. 
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identity. It gave the British government a unified identity which to display at the exhibitions 

without excluding anyone, unlike Englishness would have. 

It is clear that scholars do not present a united front on the matter of British national 

identity on show at the world expositions. Their division on the matter of Britishness and 

Englishness makes it complicated to discern what is what, but certainly renders things more 

interesting. The newspaper analysis should prove equally interesting as it will show what the 

‘official’ public opinion is on this matter. Will the descriptions of British national identity 

found in the articles fall in line with that of scholars? And if not, where do they differ? 
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Chapter 2: Changes in newspapers’ interest in world expositions 

Chapter 2 first introduces the methodological framework used for the newspaper analysis 

before turning to explore the attention the newspapers have given to the twentieth and twenty-

first century world expositions. This attention consists of different facets like the number of 

articles published, their length and the tone used in the articles. Together these facets create an 

image of what the interest for the exhibitions as displayed by the newspapers looked like and 

how it has changed over time. It is important to map this out because a majority of the 

scholars studying the expositions have claimed that ‘the expo tradition [has] lost its shape, 

meaning and cultural significance.’56 This chapter is meant to investigate whether this is true 

for the newspapers as well or if their reports on the exhibitions present a more nuanced 

picture than this claim.  

According to Stephan Vella, there are three categories of analysis possible for 

newspapers. In broad terms these are the institutional structure, the format, and the content. 

The third category focuses on the analysis of the text itself, questioning tone, vocabulary, key 

terms, implied readership, length as well as the author’s source and assumptions.57 The 

content analysis has served as methodological basis for this research, although some of the 

questions have been designed to delve deeper into the subject at hand: national and British 

identity. The next two pages illustrate the methodological framework used to analyze the 

newspaper articles. Sheet 1 is made for exploring the unspecified national identity. Through 

this it will be possible to say whether the newspapers saw national identity and if so, how they 

described it. With this description it will be possible to discern whether the newspapers were 

aware of the artificiality, i.e. the construction, behind national identity or not. It will also chart 

the different themes, the new actors and their roles, and most importantly the newspapers’ 

reaction to all of this. (Newspaper articles that spoke only of Great Britain were only analyzed 

in Sheet 2.) Sheet 2 does a similar thing for Great Britain. It looks in greater detail to the 

individual objects shown within the British pavilions and also to whom British national 

identity was displayed.  

 

 

 

                                                           
56 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 13. 
57 Stephen Vella, ‘Newspapers’, in: Miriam Dobson and Benjamin Ziemann (red.), Reading primary sources: the 

   interpretation of texts from nineteenth- and twentieth-century history (London, 2009), 192-205, alhier 198 
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News 
paper 

Number  
of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject 

Key 
terms 

National   
identity: 
yes/ no 

If yes: implicit/ 
explicit Example 

Conscious of 
construction? 

Positive/ 
negative/ 
neutral Example 

              

              

              

              

              

  

Modern 
identity/ 
achievements Example 

Cold War 
tensions?  

War of 
comparison?  

Themes: science/ 
progress/nature 

Positive/negative
/neutral 

New actors? 
Aware of 
role? 

Corporate 
pavilions? 

Positive/negative
/ neutral  Example 

          

          

          

          

          

 

Consumerism? 

Positive/ 
negative/ 
neutral? Example Consumer goods 

    

    

    

    

    
Sheet 1: National identity 
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Newspaper Title Date Length Tone 
British national 
identity 

If yes: implict/ 
explicit? Example 

Modern identity/ 
achievements Example 

Key 
terms 

What is 
seen as 
British? 

Positive/ 
negative 
/neutral 

             

             

             

             

             

             

 

Example 

Mixture of 
modern and 
tradition? 

New Actors? 
Aware of 
role? Consumerism? 

Positive/
negative
/neutral Consumer goods Theme 

To whom is 
identity 
displayed? 

        

        

        

        

        

        
Sheet 2: British national identity
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The number of articles found differed from one exposition to the other. Table 2 shows 

the amount of articles found for each exposition. From this data, a dividing line can be drawn 

between the four expositions before the twenty-two year break and those that came after. 

Attention for the four Cold War-era exhibitions (Brussels, Seattle, Montreal and Osaka) 

differed from one event to the other. Could the variation in attention be attributed to either 

success or failure of the individual exhibitions? Scholars measured the perceived success or 

failure of an exhibition using several factors: attendance, financial balance, visitors’ and 

exhibitor’s satisfaction, and the legacies left behind. Attendance and the financial balance are 

the more frequently used ones.58 Basing the success of exhibitions on these factors shows 

some curious discrepancies between the British newspapers and scholars’ views. Despite both 

the 1962 Seattle exposition and the 1970 Osaka exposition having made a profit, and Osaka 

even setting the record for best attendance numbers, the newspapers wrote fewer articles for 

these expositions.59 Brussels and Montreal appear to have been the most popular during this 

period. 

 The 

Guardian 

Financial 

Times 

The 

Times 

The Daily 

Telegraph 

The 

Independent 

Total 

articles 

Brussels 

(1958) 

8 12 12 - - 32 

Seattle 

(1962) 

5 2 4 - - 11 

Montreal 

(1967) 

10 18 10 - - 38 

Osaka 

(1970) 

9 7 4 - - 20 

Seville 

(1992) 

14 11 15 - 12 52 

Hannover 

(2000) 

12 8 8 2 9 39 

Shanghai 

(2010) 

5 12 8 6 2 33 

Milan 

(2015) 

3 2 1 2 2 10 

Table 2: Number of articles found 

Table 3 helps to give an idea of the length of articles and how this differed for each 

Cold War exhibition. Articles for the Brussels’, Seattle’s and Montreal’s exhibitions averaged 

between 450 and 500 words in length. Osaka formed an exception with 655 words average. 

However, what these numbers do not show is that for Brussels, Montreal and Osaka almost 
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59 Erik Mattie, World’s fairs (New York, 1998), 215; Greenhalgh, Fair world, 69. 
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half of the articles surpassed their respective average, pointing toward a more in depth 

coverage of the event. The lengthier the article, the less likely it would have been a mere 

summary of facts. Instead, the article would have been more reflective. Seattle was the sole 

universal exhibition with relatively fewer articles where this was possible. It is quite 

unexpected to see that so little attention was given this exposition, more so when considering 

that the United States were an important ally of the British, especially during the Cold War.60  

Although Osaka’s articles indicate in depth coverage of the event, there were still 

significantly less articles published than for Brussels and Montreal. Something then must have 

made these two exhibitions stand out for the press beside success. There are a number of 

reasons that could help explain this. Brussels was the first exposition to be held after the war 

which was bound to draw attention. After all, the universal exhibitions had always been 

prestigious affairs. It was also meant to emphasize the city as the political and organizational 

center of Europe. Montreal was special because of the political, economic and cultural ties 

between Canada and Great Britain. The Financial Times even dedicated it a four pages long 

survey during the first week.  

Brussels (1958) Seattle (1962) Montreal (1967) Osaka (1970) 

29 16 14 25 

32 23 26 31 

39 35 33 111 

49 174 39 152 

60 238 53 189 

100 245 55 204 

117 444 61 281 

133 472 68 327 

136 861 73 374 

164 1009 105 404 

214 1490 107 426 

249  124 426 

269 Average: 455 130 467 

292  133 567 

292  134 675 

293  158 914 

390  159 1529 

449  160 1745 

449  165 2097 

551  167 2165 

575  184  

672  261 Average: 655 

689  321  
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807  357  

808  515  

908  630  

913  687  

1011  695  

1096  780  

1128  835  

1230  938  

1649  961  

  1023  

Average: 494  1099  

  1172  

  1173  

  1532  

  1852  

    

  Average: 447  

    
Table 3: Total words per article Cold War expositions 

Table 2 shows that after the twenty-two year break between Osaka and Seville, Seville 

was one of the most written-about world exposition. However, Table 2 also reveals a different 

pattern in the number of articles published for the post- Cold War exhibitions. Whereas 

previously the number of articles differed from one exhibition to the other, the post- Cold War 

expositions clearly show a gradual decline. The badly received Hannover Expo seemingly 

signaled the start of this trend, which culminated at Milan. The trend is somewhat disrupted 

by Shanghai as three newspapers (Financial Times, The Times and The Daily Telegraph) did 

not conform to the decline. The spike in the printed media’s interest in Expo ‘92 can be 

ascribed to several factors. It was the first world exposition held after the end of the Cold War 

and it was heavily advertised by the Spanish government. Scholars have also described it as 

having been one of the more outstanding exhibitions of the twentieth century.61  

Shanghai’s case makes two things stand out. Firstly, the Financial Times and The 

Daily Telegraph published more articles about it than for Hannover and Milan. Secondly, 

success and failure might have played a bigger role in the attention given to the post-Cold 

War expositions. Hannover’s failure was reflected in diminishing attention. The Chinese 

exhibition meanwhile, broke the previous record for visitor numbers set by Osaka. Other 

factors also influenced the press’ attention. Expectations for Shanghai were high. It was 

organized by China, which further enhanced the event’s high-profile as China is a major 
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economic and political player. What is surprising about these four exhibitions is the length of 

the articles as illustrated in Table 4. The average length was higher for each expositions than 

the Cold War ones. Hannover being the only exception to this. Milan is the most remarkable 

in terms of length. Despite having the least articles dedicated to it, their length was greater in 

proportion to the total number than other expositions. Also, the average length was double 

that of all of the previous expositions, surpassing the 1000 words. Nonetheless, it remains to 

be seen whether a greater reflectiveness was a positive thing or not. One thing is for sure 

though, and that is, albeit in varying amounts, British newspapers have continued to express 

interest in the world expositions. Nor did this interest depend entirely on how successful or 

unsuccessful an exposition has been. 

Seville (1992) Hannover (2000) Shanghai (2010) Milan (2015) 

9 22 19 209 

31 25 28 479 

37 26 53 774 

45 28 61 949 

47 35 88 1019 

58 37 92 1048 

70 50 94 1159 

84 52 122 1211 

92 64 161 1786 

94 107 210 2790 

102 126 224  

144 141 227 Average: 1142 

154 162 302  

161 166 322  

167 195 366  

204 214 453  

215 231 472  

232 243 512  

252 271 545  

256 287 564  

273 296 571  

293 337 584  

316 371 645  

329 394 649  

361 409 743  

391 418 749  

401 427 753  

440 473 780  

455 486 840  

502 508 1068  

505 510 1094  
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514 652 1095  

514 795 2035  

538 985   

541 1027 Average: 501  

553 1114   

584 1121   

608 1401   

818 1561   

876    

914 Average: 404   

917    

977    

1058    

1076    

1134    

1261    

1457    

1481    

1999    

2450    

    

Average: 529    
Table 4: Total words per article for post- Cold War expositions 

  Both the beginning and the end are important parts of an exposition. The end is 

perhaps even more important as it can either celebrate success or bring relief from an 

unsuccessful event. Did the newspapers’ attention vary between these two points? 

Surprisingly, the newspapers actually published the majority of their articles around the start 

of the exhibitions. This has remained the same for all of the examined exhibitions. Publication 

dates did shift around a bit, but still within the range of the exhibition’s start. For example, 

most articles for Brussels, Seattle and Montreal dated from the first month after the opening’s 

day, whereas Seville, Hannover and Shanghai focused more on the week before the opening 

and the week after. Articles for Osaka and Milan dated from a few days prior to the opening 

and a few just after it. Once expositions had neared their end, they received a lot less 

attention, practically disappearing from the news pages after they had closed. Only three 

exhibitions, Seville, Hannover and Shanghai, had more articles written near the end than 

others. One extreme was the Financial Times which did not even publish any articles for the 

closure of the Brussels, Seattle and Osaka expositions. After they finished, universal 

exhibitions apparently left little to no lasting impression on the media of the time.  

 An important question to ask now is how did the British press react toward the 

exhibitions? This is an important matter because of the newspapers’ role as sources of 
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‘official’ information for the public. Their tone could influence the public’s view of the event. 

The first thing that jumped out was the difference in the articles’ tone for Cold War and post- 

Cold War exhibitions. In the first group, newspapers reacted with varying tones, although the 

overall reaction was relatively positive. From Expo 92 in Seville and onward, British 

newspapers appear to have become more negative. The break between Osaka and Seville then 

can be seen as a turning point. Increasingly rising costs, questions of what will happen to the 

site once the expositions has closed and what are the real benefits of holding such an event 

can help explain this.62 However, the patterns discovered do leave room for exceptions. Even 

when taking all of this into account, the newspapers painted a more nuanced picture than 

some of the secondary literature does. 

The number of articles showed a fluctuating pattern during the Cold War. Something 

similar could be said for the tone used in this period, with Brussels and Montreal having 

received more positive reviews while Seattle and Osaka received more criticism. One 

particular subject helps to illustrate this, namely architecture. At Brussels, The Guardian 

praised the architecture of the pavilions and the Atomium.63 The Times did the same. At 

Montreal, it was the architecture of Habitat ’67 that received positive reviews from the 

Financial Times.64 However, at Seattle The Guardian denounced the exposition architecture 

as a ‘whimsy of concrete and steel and plastic and aluminum jam[med] into a Coney Island of 

something called “modern”.’65  

Interestingly, the positive reactions from the newspapers toward architecture were 

somewhat similar to what Paul Greenhalgh has said now, forty years later, about the positive 

impact of world expositions’ architecture.66 This was a rare occasion on which the 

newspapers matched what the secondary literature stated years later. A rare insight from the 

newspapers that matched secondary literature. Rare because even though there are many 

subjects receiving praise and/or criticism from the newspapers, their focus often times simply 

differed from that of scholars. One example is The Times at Brussels. The newspaper credited 

part of the success of the exposition to it having brought ‘the millions who cannot travel 

something of the world to them.’67 The literature on the other hand has focused on the positive 

effects Expo 58 had on science’s image.68  

                                                           
62 Findling, ‘Fair legacies’, 181. 
63 ‘Jules Verne extravagancy at Brussels exhibition’, The Manchester Guardian (17 June 1958), 5. 
64 H. A. N. Brockman, ‘Habitat ’67: a unique design for living’, Financial Times (28 April 1967), 14. 
65 ‘Space-age fair with a Coney Island touch’, The Guardian (23 April 1962), 7. 
66 Greenhalgh, Fair world, 73, 226. 
67 ‘Gulliver in Brussels’, The Times (20 October 1958), 11. 
68 Schroeder-Gudehus and Cloutier, ‘Popularizing science’, 179. 
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There were also other things that the newspapers were positive and negative about. 

Montreal is an example of both positive and negative voices present at one exhibitions. The 

Times and Financial Times at Montreal were quite positive regarding Expo 67’s future 

impact.69 The Guardian expressed criticism toward the perceived worship of progress and the 

misinterpretation of Saint-Exupéry’s phrase ‘Terre des Homme’. Saint-Exupéry had implied 

with this respect for the earth and nature, but the exposition was regarded as more of a 

‘petrochemical a-go-go.’70 Osaka also showed criticism toward the exposition’s theme, again 

by The Guardian. The paper expressed criticism surrounding the idea of the exposition not 

fulfilling its theme of ‘progress and harmony of mankind.’71 

After Osaka, more voices started to raise criticism, resulting in another point of 

similarity between the newspapers and the secondary literature. Recurring topics with 

criticism were: the exposition itself, its future impact, and, most importantly, the exposition 

medium. Criticism toward the exposition medium was present at all of the post- Cold War 

expositions. Seville was heavily criticized, with all three topics recurring in the articles read. 

The Independent wrote here about the ‘scepticism generated by the very concept of a 

universal exhibition.’72 At Hannover, The Times argued that the very concept of the 

exhibitions was on the retreat.73 There were also other forms of interesting criticism at Seville 

and Hannover. Seville was attacked for having been too concerned with the dismantling of 

‘national stereotypes.’74 Hannover, aside its debts, was criticized for its theme, which was 

considered too vague by The Times and The Daily Telegraph.75  

Shanghai and Milan however, broke away slightly from this pattern of negativity. 

Owning most likely to its success, the newspapers’ criticism was less strong at Expo 2010, 

especially toward the exposition medium. The Daily Telegraph even praised Shanghai for 

upholding the tradition of world expositions.76 Milan, received strong reactions in both 

spectrums. The Guardian wrote a very critical article about the tradition of world expositions 

                                                           
69 ‘Expo: the now and future city?’, The Times (25 October 1967), 9; G. E. Sarault, ‘Expo67: the construction 
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74 John Hooper, ‘Postmark Seville: deepening international misunderstanding in Expo’s no wonderland’, The 
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75 Tome Chesshyre, ‘Hanover not so happy’, The Times (18 November 2000), (page unknown); Alexander 
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and the universal exhibitions’ legacies.77 The Independent was much more positive about it.78 

These mixed reactions toward the exposition medium are what put into the question the 

citation used at the beginning of this chapter. The newspapers did not present a completely 

black and white picture. The Cold War expositions showed this, but even later, at for example 

Milan, next to all the criticism there were positive articles about the problems touched upon at 

Expo 2015,79 the exhibits and the pavilions80.  
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Chapter 3: Newspapers and national identity at the world expositions 

The last chapter helped establish the ongoing interest of British newspapers in the universal 

exhibitions and what it entailed. It showed that like many historians and other scholars, the 

newspapers too have been increasingly questioning the purposes of the exposition medium. 

This chapter highlights one of these purposes: the shaping of national identity. According to 

the secondary literature, the twentieth and twenty-first century expositions continue to be used 

for the shaping of national identity of both host-countries and participating countries. This 

chapter seeks to investigate how the newspapers reported on this and the modes of national 

identity that can be derived from the articles. 

 The British newspapers have displayed a progressively growing consciousness of the 

function of expositions as shapers of national identity throughout the last sixty-seven years. 

They also demonstrated a growing consciousness of nations’ awareness of this function of the 

exhibitions. At the first two expositions, Brussels and Seattle, there were not many articles 

which made reference to the shaping of national identity. Brussels’ case is remarkable given 

that historians now point to the importance of this exposition for putting the city on the map 

as the political center of Europe.81 At Montreal and Osaka, however, the newspapers saw 

national identity beginning to become increasingly more visible. Montreal heralded the 

beginning of this. Osaka followed.  According to the Financial Times, Montreal’s national 

pavilions were ‘trying to sell a way of life,’82 while Osaka revolved around putting ‘the host-

country on the map,’83 both citations hinting at the function of the expositions in regards to 

national identity. At Osaka, the Financial Times also noted that the expo offered opportunities 

for both host-country and participating nations for engaging in the shaping of their respective 

identities. It said that Expo 70 provided the place for world and Japan to show themselves.84 

After the pause between Osaka and Seville, the newspapers began to make even more 

and more comments regarding the image shaping properties of the expositions for both host-

nations and participating ones. The press showed through this its awareness of the exhibitions 

as sites for transmitting identities. Seville’s case was an excellent example. Expo ‘92 was ‘a 

showcase for Spain’85 and a ‘prominent national flag-waving exercise’86 that offered 
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‘countries a show case to influence the way they are perceived.’87 The media perceived 

Hannover and Shanghai as having played similar roles. Hannover presented a new image of 

Germany as ‘Cool Germania,'88 and at the same time being an opportunity ‘to observe how 

countries would like to be seen by the rest of the world.’89 Since the start of the Shanghai 

Expo, the Chinese government had focused on how it would help change the Chinese national 

identity. But it had also been an important ‘performance that the world [was] putting on for 

China,’90 as the Financial Times put it. However, the newspapers did not see Milan as too 

concerned with Italy’s national identity. Instead, The Daily Telegraph described the exhibition 

more like a power play between nations which ‘need[ed] to show off [and] stick one on rival 

countries.’91  

Using the benefit of hindsight, Seville and Hannover pose an interesting case of the 

differing long-term views between the newspapers and the secondary literature. The 

newspapers saw mostly disappointing results for the attempted changes to the national images 

of Spain and Germany. The Independent wondered whether the benefits gained from Expo 

’92 would melt away like the Chilean ice-berg in the Guadalquivir or not.92 In Hannover, the 

new image of Germany had ended a fiasco that ‘did nothing to improve the image of the 

organizing country,’93 according to The Independent.  

The historical literature on the other hand had time to observe long-term 

developments. At Seville, the literature has applauded the way Seville had helped reshape 

Spain’s international image.94 Scholars have also seen tangible improvements for both 

Hannover and its surrounding area being due to Expo 2000.95  The most logical explanation 

for this is that the newspapers could only look at the immediate results which to them 

appeared negative, and not long-term developments.  

 Despite the consciousness of the purpose of world expositions as shapers of national 

identity, very few articles showed the same awareness for the artificiality behind the national 
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identity displayed at these events. A possible explanation for this can be found in the way the 

newspapers spoke about national identity. It was never discussed outright, preferring instead 

to write about nations putting on a show or altering their image. An exception to this was 

Seville. Here, two articles described what was happening at the exposition in ways that bear a 

striking resemblance to Rydell’s construction of reality. The Guardian stated that ‘Expo also 

involve[d] a suspension of reality.’96 The Independent went a bit further as it spoke of how 

Expo ’92 held up ‘a mirror to the images that nations construct[ed] about themselves.’97 The 

only thing that remains puzzling is why this happened only at Seville. Perhaps the aftermath 

of the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union played a role in this. Seville was to 

be the first world exposition since before the Second World War where a united Germany 

would participate. To add to this, the dissolution of the Soviet Union a few months prior to the 

exhibition’s opening meant that there was suddenly a different country taking its place. Two 

influential nations were now presenting different images of themselves as opposed to what 

they had shown at previous expositions. This could have been a reason for the newspapers’ 

increased awareness of the construction behind national identities represented at the 

exposition.  

What are the modes for representing the national identity that was seen by the 

newspapers and do they match those proposed by scholars and the BIE? The secondary 

literature and BIE have defined three main modes of presenting national identity at the 

universal exhibitions: through national achievements; a modern identity where nations work 

together toward a humanitarian goal; or a combination of the two mediated through 

nationalistic architecture of the exterior of the pavilion and universal questions inside 

pavilions. The press was often times implicit in its references to these modes, much like it has 

done for national identity. Modern identity and the combined form had to be derived. National 

achievements was the only form of identity the newspapers referred to explicitly. 

Interestingly, they were also the most common, especially after Osaka.  

Until 1970, mentions of national identity, in any form, were scarce. This is rather 

surprising as one would have expected identity and national achievements to have been more 

prominent at a time when the rivalries between the United States and the Soviet Union had 

served as the motor for the world expositions. Two nations one-upping each other with their 

technological and scientific achievements would not have been out of place. Paul Greenhalgh 

labeled this a war of comparison, but other scholars were also aware of the political reality 
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surrounding exhibitions. In a way, the newspapers too recognized this as there were articles 

mentioning the Cold War tensions and the competition between the Americans and Soviets, 

which comes close to Greenhalgh’s concept, the war of comparison. Knowing this then, the 

lack of attention for the representation of national identity and national achievements is even 

more peculiar.98   

What did the national achievements entail? During the Cold War exhibitions, they 

were left for a large part undefined. For example, at Seattle and Montreal, The Observer and 

The Guardian merely stated that there was a ‘parade of achievements’99 and that nations were 

displaying the ‘flower of their culture[s]’100 without going into details of what these national 

achievements consisted. In a similar fashions, the articles at Osaka did not describe what the 

world and Japan were showing to each other. The only instance where the articles did define 

them, was at Expo 58; they centered on architecture.101 Although scholars recognize 

architecture as a marker of national identity, the architectural achievements at Brussels were 

not connected to it. 

The end of the Cold War not only saw a rise in national achievements as markers of 

national identities, but also brought along a change in their description. The British 

newspapers described them as revolving around technology and science. Architecture also 

returned, and this time it was in connection to identity. Seville, Hannover and Milan were the 

exhibitions where technological and scientific achievements were the most common. Seville 

offered ‘displays of scientific and technological achievement’102 to the visitor according to 

The Independent. Hannover projected Germany’s technological prowess.103 Shanghai was the 

exposition that marked the return of architectural achievements. The exposition was described 

by The Daily Telegraph as a ‘display of what [was] best in the architecture, art, science, and 

technology of the world’s nations.’104  

After Osaka, there was a slight rise in the number of times modern identity was 

mentioned in the newspapers. They saw both Seville and Milan presenting a modern identity 

where science was to help nations find solutions to global problems. The Spanish exposition 

was ‘an opportunity for nations to harness science for the benefit of all humankind.’105 Expo 
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2015 was a ‘celebration of culture, science, technology and nations working together.’106 

Remarkably, the press introduced a form of modern identity of its own making. It was the 

opposite of what scholars have defined as a modern identity. The newspapers’ idea of being 

modern centered on displaying national technological achievements. Through them, nations 

could present a contemporary image of themselves. Hannover was an excellent example of 

this. The countries present ‘show[ed] how modern they [were]’107 by taking robots and 

computers to the exposition according to The Independent.108 (To distinguish between the 

literature’s concept of modern identity and the newspapers’, the latter will be referred to as 

contemporary national identity from here on.) 

Greenhalgh has pointed out that technological progress alone was not always 

sufficient for presenting a national identity, therefore necessitating the addition of symbols 

representing the national historical past next to technology. Surprisingly, a similar 

phenomenon was found only a few times in the news. What is more, the combination was 

seen more often in the articles for the exhibitions after the Cold War. Nor did the press always 

connect history to identity. Prior to Expo ‘92, the traditional past, progress and achievements 

came together only at Brussels and in the form of architectural styles.109 It was at Seville, 

where the theme itself focused on achieving this very combination of past and present that the 

newspapers began to identify it in direct relation with national identity.110 This continued at 

Hannover where some nations looked to technology while others looked to their cultural past 

in order to define themselves.111 In Milan’s case, the whole exposition was described as a 

‘curious mix of tradition and technology’112 by The Guardian. The newspapers juxtaposed 

traditions and the past then were juxtaposed with technology but in an entirely different 

period than the one denoted by the literature.  

Curiously, Shanghai was the only exhibition in this period for which the British 

newspapers did not pick on the presence of traditions or historical past despite China’s 

immense history. The Financial Times and The Daily Telegraph offer a possible explanation 

for this apparent omission which is rooted in the image that China was presenting at the 
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exposition. Articles in both newspapers referred to this new image as being commercial and 

technological as well as fitting within the theme of preserving the environment.113 Symbols 

recalling the historical past or traditions were apparently not a part of China’s new national 

image at the exposition. 

Penelope Harvey has indicated that the presence of multinational corporations actually 

helped governments project a modern identity at the expositions due to their global 

dimension. This global dimension would present the nation’s achievements as being put 

forward to serve universal humanitarian goals. But at the same time, the corporations 

themselves were concerned with the portraying of a country’s identity. The press spoke of 

‘many international organisations and institutions’114 present at the expositions, with 

references having increased over time. They also recognized sponsorship as part of the 

corporations’ role, starting from Montreal. However, there were no signs that pointed to the 

newspapers having been aware of the possibilities offered by the multinationals for nations 

wanting to present a modern identity, i.e. their global dimensions. Nor was sponsorship 

directly connected to the national pavilions. There was one instance were such a connection 

was made: Shanghai. An article from the Financial Times stated that the Swiss pavilion had 

been sponsored by Nestlé.115   

What kind of role did the corporations and businesses have at the exhibitions then? 

Instead of helping governments shape their national identities, the press described the 

multinationals as having worried about presenting their own global identities at the 

expositions. The articles for Seville first mentioned this phenomenon. The newspapers 

depicted the Spanish expositions as a place where the corporations could ‘promote their brand 

names.’116 Fujitsu had regarded Seville as a way ‘to get its name better known in Europe.’117 

Interestingly, for the corporations too technological achievements were defining characteristic 

as Hannover showed. The Times wrote that ‘the fair was a self-celebration of multinationals 

boasting about their technical advances.’118 Things changed at the Shanghai Expo as 

commercial opportunities had taken over from corporate branding.119 Milan did not see either 
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of these phenomena. According to the papers, the world expositions are the places for the 

shaping of all kinds of identities. 

Whether or not corporations were concerned with their corporate global identities, that 

of the nations, or merely there for sponsorship, the British press saw very little negativity 

being displayed toward them and their role, unlike many scholars argue. Their criticism flows 

from the perceived consumerism brought on by the multinationals. Interestingly, while the 

newspapers did show more negativity toward consumerism, the corporations themselves were 

not criticized directly. However, a connection between consumerism and national identity was 

rarely seen in the articles. Seattle was one occasion where newspapers noticed ‘the raging 

preoccupation with national pride in consumer goods.’120 The American way of life was 

described using these words. The literature says that national identity at the expositions can 

also be expressed through consumer goods like souvenirs. An article from The Independent at 

Expo ’92 made this link between identity and souvenirs. Visitors to the exposition had had the 

possibility of buying ‘products of the home country.’121  

It has been established that the newspapers were aware of the shaping of national 

identities at the exhibitions, and that this was mostly characterized by (technological) 

achievements. Science, technology and progress were the main themes of the Cold War 

exhibitions identified by the historical literature. However, for the press these themes were 

what characterized national identity after the Cold War, in a period when science and progress 

had been integrated into the new theme of environment. For the newspapers, theme and 

identity were simply not connected. For example, at Expo 58, The Guardian affirmed that the 

exposition was trying to caution nations for using scientific discoveries to do harm,122 but the 

citation shows no relation to national identity. At Montreal, the newspapers picked up on the 

expression of the importance of technological advances through the exposition’s theme of 

Man and his world, but again not in relation to identity.123  

This continued unchanged after Osaka. The printed media perceived theme and 

identity to have been two separate subjects. Modern identity and the new theme of 

environment, although it lent itself quite well for this type of identity, were not tied together 

any more than the contemporary identity and the new theme were. The national achievements 

were only connected to the exhibition’s theme at Milan by the Financial Times: Expo 2015 
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having been an ‘occasion to present to the world Italian leadership in food, agriculture and 

related technology.’124 The lack of a connection was rather remarkable given that the 

newspapers have shown an increased awareness of the secondary functions of the universal 

exhibitions. Nonetheless, the representation of national identity has been and remains an 

important aspect of these worldwide events.  
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Chapter 4: Newspapers and British identity at the world expositions 

The previous chapter showed that the British newspapers’ description of national identity and 

its modes and features differed on several fronts from the image projected by the secondary 

literature. According to the newspapers, national achievements proved to be the more 

enduring method of presenting identity. This chapter will focus entirely on the representation 

of British identity and the descriptions given by the newspapers of the British pavilions. The 

crux of the matter for British identity is the debate surrounding Britishness and Englishness. 

The goal will be to establish which identity was reflected in the contents of the pavilions and 

the changes British identity went through as seen by the British press.   

 Newspapers’ interest in the British pavilion and identity fluctuated throughout the 

entire period studied. Brussels, Montreal, Seville and Shanghai were the high-points. 

However, the articles for the post- Cold War exhibitions revealed a diminishing trend in 

general when it came to British identity. This decline culminated at Milan where none of the 

newspapers mentioned British identity.  

The fluctuations in the papers’ attention to British identity at the world expositions can 

be explained by two main factors. It would appear that in the case of Great Britain, at least up 

to the Osaka exposition, an exhibition’s success acted as a determinant for the press’ interest 

in British identity. After 1970, the opportunities offered by an exhibition to reshape the host-

nation’s (inter)national image played the largest role. This characterized in part the press’ 

attention at Seville and Shanghai as both exhibitions were regarded by the newspapers as 

opportunities for the reshaping of the British national image.125   

 As shown in the previous chapter, the newspapers were rather implicit when 

discussing the national identity of host countries. How did the newspapers behave toward 

British identity? In the articles, British identity was frequently translated into how an 

exposition revolved around presenting an image of Britain. The break after Osaka did not alter 

this. Nonetheless, despite the recurring implicitness, there was a growing awareness of Britain 

using the expositions for promoting its identity, confirming the findings of the previous 

chapter. In the newspapers, Britain went from presenting ‘the adventurous spirit and ingenuity 

of the British people’126 at Seattle and showing ‘a picture of modern Britain’127 at Osaka, to 

showcasing itself at Seville to the world.128 Shanghai was an example of how Britain was 
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actively using the exhibition for altering her identity. The exposition was ‘used to bolster the 

image and knowledge of Britain throughout China.’129  

There were some matters however, where British identity differed from the 

comprehensive national identity discussed so far. The newspapers have seen technological 

achievements as the norm for presenting national identity at the post-Cold War expositions. 

For Britain too, they had been the main mode for presenting a national identity. However, in 

Britain’s case, they were more prominent during the Cold War exhibitions. The presence of 

technology as part of the British identity at these expositions fits better with the importance of 

science scholars have described, more so than the image of national identity painted by the 

newspapers in the previous chapter. The displays of technological and scientific achievements 

described by the press, consisted of models of the British Annagoni and Zeta atomic 

reactor.130 Seattle and Osaka saw similar claims to scientific achievements. They were only 

absent at Montreal. The end of the Cold War would explain why after Osaka the technological 

achievements almost abruptly disappeared from the newspaper articles as this meant that the 

concern with science’s image and its usage as the exhibition’s theme were gone. British 

technological achievements were mentioned only once after 1970, at Seville, as part of the 

new image of Britain that Margaret Thatcher wanted to promote.131 Afterward, their place was 

taken over by design and architectural achievements at Hannover132 and Shanghai.133 

The British newspapers focused heavily on national achievements, making it look like 

Great Britain was more concerned with presenting a strong national identity than other nations 

at these events. Other modes of identity were almost entirely absent for all of the eight 

exhibitions studied. Modern identity was observed only once. This was at Montreal where The 

Times commented on ‘the British people … [having] made a lasting contribution to the world 

community.’134 It is interesting that specifically at Montreal, the press shunted national 

achievements in favor of modernity. It is probable that this was somehow related to Britain 

and Canada’s relationship. But exactly how this was so is open for speculation. 

The presence of British design and architectural achievements at Hannover and 

Shanghai was not a step toward the combined national identity proposed by the BIE. The 

context in which the papers mentioned them was clearly a national one. They were ‘Britain’s 
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contemporary achievements in design.’135 With no technological achievements at the post-

1992 exhibitions, the contemporary national identity observed by the newspapers for other 

nations in general did not return either. Nevertheless, the press did perceive Britain as being 

interested in having a modern identity. Key here is the way Seville and Shanghai were 

deemed turning points by both the newspapers and the scholars. The Independent recognized 

that Expo ‘92 had been about modernizing, with modern Britons depicted as ‘open, 

affectionate and forward-looking.’136 In reality though, there was something else going on.  

Shanghai’s news articles described better what this shift was really about, namely updating. 

According to The Daily Telegraph, the exhibition had gone ‘a long way towards updating the 

old image held by the Chinese of Britain.’137  

 Quite often, the newspapers gave detailed lists of the objects, symbols and 

characteristics of the British pavilions. These descriptions revealed what Britain wanted to be 

known for, as well as highlighting the changes these images underwent. They also helped 

group together the expositions, as will be shown below. The Brussels and Seattle exhibitions 

were more about scientific exhibits. Montreal, Osaka and Seville were part of a gradual shift 

as well as having seen the rise of pop-culture and consumer goods as part of British identity. 

Hannover saw the focus shift even more toward contemporary culture and politics, while 

Shanghai and Milan surprisingly embraced plant and bee-life as symbols for transmitting 

British national identity.  

 Science is one of the characteristics of Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness. The 

emphasis of the Brussels’ and Seattle’s British pavilion’s on science seen in the articles points 

to Britishness as having been the preferred type of identity at these two exhibitions. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that things were not black-and-white. Brussels’ Britishness is 

actually a combination of Greenhalgh’s Britishness, characterized by industry, empire and the 

Crown, and Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness with its historical traditions, science and 

contemporary culture. The newspapers highlighted British talent and scientific 

achievements138, but gave also plenty of attention to other parts of British society. Historical 

objects, industry and the Crown Regalia were mentioned several times, alongside different 

manufactured goods ranging from plastic and man-made fibers, to wool and whisky.139 The 
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Britannia pub (Photograph 1) was a building cited quite often. Interestingly, this image was 

received quite positively by the newspapers, contrary to the supposed negativity existing 

toward Britishness at the time.  

 

Photograph 1: The Britannia Pub140  

 

The reception of the Seattle exhibition was slightly different compared to Brussels as 

the Britishness derived here is closer Tickner and Corbett’s. The British press distinguished 

between modern, physical objects rooted in science (the Jodrell Bank observatory and 

Olympus jet engine) and symbolic and historical qualities of the British, expressed through an 

adventurous spirit and ingenuity.141 The presence of historical and scientific objects and 

symbols in the articles indicates that Britain was presenting the type of identity Greenhalgh 

speaks of: an all-encompassing national identity based on combining past and present. 

Apparently the organizers of the British pavilion at Seattle considered that for Britain science 

was not enough to project a strong identity. Interestingly, the newspapers, like historians now, 

thought that Britain had blended ‘history and tradition and modern practice … 

successfully.’142 

 Great Britain had looked at history and science for identity at Brussels and Seattle. 

Montreal, Osaka, and to a lesser degree Seville, added something new: contemporary (pop-) 

culture. Tickner and Corbett’s Britishness remained the main type of identity, yet there were 
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signs of change as well as the presence of other types of identity. Starting from Montreal, the 

press saw a turn to eccentricity at the exhibitions. This is the first time that a defining 

characteristic of Englishness was found in the articles read. In the pavilion’s section Britain 

Today, the newspapers saw all kinds of British oddities such as teapots and slogans of ‘“We 

are all eccentrics at heart”’143 next to the English ‘bulldog wearing a tin hat and clenching a 

cigar between his teeth’144, period pastiche, London’s double-decker buses and sentimental 

traditionalism.145 The section’s name gave away the shift to contemporary culture which was 

filled with exhibits of pop-art, the mini-car, mini-skirt, books and the Beatles (Photograph 2 

and Photograph 3).146 The newspapers paid it a lot of attention, signaling that they too had 

picked up on the change. The other sections of the pavilion (Shaping the Nation, Genius of 

Britain, Industrial Britain and Britain and the World) represented Britishness along with the 

Union Jack (Photograph 4).  

 

Photograph 2: Interior of British pavilion Expo ‘67147 
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Photograph 3: Interior of British pavilion Expo ‘67148 

 

Photograph 4: British pavilion at Expo ‘67149 

 

The overall picture at Montreal was an amalgamation of Britishness and Englishness. 

Interestingly, not all responses were positive about this particular image of Britain. One 

author at the Financial Times complained that in his eyes, the over-all image of the section 

Britain Today was a near-disaster.150 The Guardian even registered a change made to the 

British image at the exposition. This had been about discarding ‘the Brigade of Guards, 
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Chalsworth and London bobbies,’151 and now the article lamented its loss. The Guardian also 

claimed that British’s efforts at Expo 67 lacked the traditional modesty and elegance normally 

attributed to Britain.152 The imagery used by the organizers and designers of the British 

pavilion apparently contrasted with what the British newspapers wanted to see.  

The press at Osaka spoke of another change which had been about replacing a part of 

Englishness some forty-years before Greenhalgh’s appointed date. While the exposition 

continued along similar lines as Montreal, with a ‘trendy British scene’153 next to scientific 

material, Scotch whisky, the Union Jack (Photograph 5) and the Magna Carta,154 The Times 

explicitly noted the ‘absence of “Merrie England” pageantry,’155 with technological 

innovations having taken its place.156 This was surprising because Merrie England had, until 

then, not been noticed very much by the newspapers. That in itself was strange given that 

Greenhalgh has said Englishness had been the more prominent identity for the Cold War 

exhibitions. Reactions were mixed here as well. About half of the articles reacted positively, 

speaking of an ‘entertaining and stimulating picture of Britain and the British people.’157 The 

other half was not very happy with the idea of letting go of Merrie Englande and quaintness, 

The Times saying that the new image’s ‘ultimate effect [was] uninspiring.’158  

 

Photograph 5: Top view of British pavilion at Expo ‘70159 
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The secondary literature was unequivocal in pointing to Seville and Shanghai as 

turning points for representing British identity at world expositions. Yet the newspapers 

tended to see things less black-and-white. Perhaps then, instead of isolating a single moment 

where a clean break can be ascertained, it would be better to speak of a gradual transition 

from a form of British identity combining history, contemporary culture and science to 

another where history and especially traditions like Merrie Engelande were slowly being set 

aside.  

According to the literature, Expo ‘92 had been used to dismantle stereotypes people 

outside of the UK had of the nation and present a modern identity based on trans-national 

cooperation to solve universal problems. However, the British newspapers saw things 

differently. There was only one article, in The Independent, which referred to Britain actively 

wanting to change the Spaniards’ perception of the UK as ‘backward-looking, unemotional 

and uninterested in technology.’160 Instead, the press identified another change. This change 

was about the almost complete disappearance of history as part of British identity. And in a 

way it was also Englishness that was set aside, as it was also about the absence of the Tudor 

village and historical traditions. The new markers of British identity seen in the articles were 

Marks & Spencer clothing, Royal Doulton ceramics, the Union Jack, Land-Rovers, Twinings 

tea, a Docklands pub and Cockney banter.161 There were only two references to history 

according to The Times: the Steel Yacht with its sails painted as a Union Jack (Photograph 6), 

and the architecture of the pavilion with the glass walls and cascading water (Photograph 7). 

The Times interpreted them as hints to Britain’s maritime past.162 The effect is the reflection 

of Greenhalgh’s Britishness on the outside and a reworked version of Ticker and Corbett’s 

Britishness minus history, on the inside of the pavilion.  
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Photograph 6: Steel Yacht outside the British pavilion at Expo ‘92163 

 

Photograph 7: Walls of British pavilion164 

Fusing the past and present was no longer necessary to achieve a strong national 

identity in the eyes of the British government. Contemporaneity and consumerism were what 

the new image of British was about. Nonetheless, there was a strong criticism which made it 

apparent that the newspapers did not share this view. There were questions of whether there 

was anything ‘more to modern Britain than pubs, china dolls and underwear.’165 The 
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Independent concluded that the result was ‘little more than a mix theme park and shopping 

mall.’166 

 Tickner and Corbett’s reworked Britishness is also applicable to the newspaper’s 

description of Hannover’s British pavilion. The interior focused on contemporary culture. 

This came in the form of Blair-ism and the door of 10 Downing Street (Photograph 8) next to 

a staged picnic with a Cheddar cheese sandwich and a chubby man clad in the Union Jack.167 

But this was not the image the newspapers had wanted to see of Britain. Once again, the lack 

of historical objects generated negative reactions. The British newspapers stated that they had 

hoped for more scientific achievements and in particular: heritage.168 Tradition, regattas and 

royalty were what The Independent had wanted to see.169 Hannover, together with Seville, 

demonstrated that the move away from the combination of modernity and the past, whether 

this was only about discarding Englishness or Britishness as well, was also a move away from 

a formula that had been successful up to Osaka. The end of the Cold War was not the trigger, 

otherwise the shift would not have begun at Montreal and Osaka. The British government had 

apparently perceived a need to change British identity abroad for quite a long time. The 

newspapers’ negative reactions toward the idea of moving away from a tried-and-true formula 

showed that they did not agree with the government. 

 

Photograph 8: Inside of British pavilion at Expo 2000170 
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For Greenhalgh, who wrote his book just after the end of the Shanghai Expo, Shanghai 

was the pivotal moment in Britain’s quest to leave behind Englishness as a form of identity. A 

similar shift was also noted by the British newspapers writing at the time. The image The 

Daily Telegraph saw as being altered was of a ‘cold, foggy country inhabited by people with 

overcoats and umbrellas.’171 This description is an excellent example of Englishness. This 

meant that, at least as far as the press was concerned, Seville had not succeeded in 

permanently removing Englishness as part of the British identity displayed at the exhibitions. 

Shanghai was to remedy this and instead present Britons as innovative according to The Daily 

Telegraph.172 To do this, Britain visibly embraced the theme of environment. And it was not 

shot down. The Times saw that there was no ‘Tower of London or the Queen,’173 nor any form 

of contemporary culture. Rather, the architecture of the pavilion, (coined the Seed Cathedral 

because of the rods containing various seeds) was said by The Daily Telegraph to symbolize 

British parks and countryside (Photograph 9 and Photograph 10).174 Even though the absence 

of history and/or tradition had previously sparked the newspapers’ disappointment, 

Shanghai’s reactions remained entirely neutral.  

 

Photograph 9: Rods containing seeds inside British pavilion Expo 2010175  
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Photograph 10: Outside view of British pavilion at Expo 2010176 

The same architectural symbolism and theme of environment became the main 

characteristics of British identity at Milan as well. The British pavilion at Milan represented a 

beehive (Photograph 11, Photograph 12, and Photograph 13). The official website of the 

British pavilion described the beehive as a metaphor for the UK’s innovation and creativity. It 

also said that the pavilion formed a basis from which Great Britain could address global 

challenges.177 The website’s vision of how the pavilion represented Britain showed the 

country’s attempts at projecting a modern identity. However, as was stated previously no hints 

at the presence of modern identity were found in the articles for Milan. What the newspapers 

did pick up on from the pavilion, was it boosting British innovation and creativity, as well as 

promoting business and science.178 The Times also said that the pavilion’s architecture, with 

the garden from the bees’ point of view and the sound of their buzzing was eccentric but in a 

good way. The garden and the bees could also be regarded as symbols of the British 

countryside, though none of the articles commented on this.  
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Photograph 11: Garden in front of British pavilion at Expo 2015179 

 

 

Photograph 12: Top floor British pavilion Expo 2015180 
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Photograph 13: Ground floor British pavilion at Expo 2015181 

The countryside and the herbaceous borders have been key parts of Englishness for a 

long time. And so too is eccentricity. Milan’s beehive and garden, and Shanghai’s Seed 

Cathedral represented these characteristics perfectly. It would appear that Englishness then, 

albeit in a strongly diluted form, has come out on top in Britain’s struggle to find a 

representative national identity at the world expositions, at least as far as the reports given by 

newspapers are concerned. Although scholars are seeing the increased popularity of 

Englishness within Britain, they do not seem to have picked up on this happening at the 

expositions, at least not yet. One mustn’t forget that Expo 2015 has ended only a few months 

ago and scholars have not yet had time to fully study it. One thing is true, in the eyes of 

newspapers, the use of environmental themes as the foundation for British identity has 

managed to create a more stable form which has been received with reserved positivity by 

them.  

It is quite interesting, though perhaps not so surprising, how the British newspapers 

have shown Great Britain as presenting her identity more through the expositions’ themes 

than they did for nations in general. Brussels, Seattle, Shanghai and Milan were the 

expositions to reflect the ties between the expositions’ thematic tropes and British identity 

more clearly in the articles. The exhibitions in between these did not do so, or did so but to a 

lesser extent. Montreal, Osaka, Seville and Hannover were the transitional and contemporary 

culture expositions. Especially Seville and Hannover received a lot of flak from the 

newspapers because of the absence of history and the prominent usage of contemporary 
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culture. It would appear that using the expositions’ themes influenced the success of the 

perceived image of Britain. In the beginning that was science and technology accompanied by 

history and tradition. At Shanghai and Milan, environment, expressed by mirroring a trait of 

Englishness, the countryside, was the new success formula. Mixing the modern and traditional 

then was not the only factor for a well-received identity by the newspapers. 

Representing British identity at the universal exhibitions was also done using 

consumer goods. The literature claims that consumer goods sold as souvenirs are part of the 

expression of a nation’s identity through consumerism. In the articles British government took 

this one step further by displaying such goods directly as part of her contemporary culture and 

therefore of British identity as well. The transitional exhibitions are the most interesting 

events for the usage of consumer products as part of British national identity. The 1960s were 

the years indicated by Tickner and Corbett as the moment when Britain took on contemporary 

culture and consumer goods as part of her identity. In a way there had been a timid attempt 

already made in Brussels with British manufactured products such as wool and whisky, but 

also the Britannia pub. However, based on the newspapers’ descriptions, Montreal was the 

real beginning, confirming Tickner and Corbett’s claims. For Montreal, Osaka and Seville, 

the press saw fashion as one of the main characteristics put on show, with the mini-skirt 

making numerous appearances as an iconic symbol of Britain.182 Food, and more specifically 

alcoholic drinks were also listed quite often: pork pies and cheddar cheese at Seville and 

Hannover;183 beer at Montreal and the Docklands’ pub at Seville, and whisky at Osaka.184  

Curiously, the strong presence of consumer goods as part of British identity was paired 

with a stronger consciousness of corporate sponsorship on the part of the press. However, it 

was not a continuous pattern; awareness of sponsorship turned up at only four exhibitions. 

Brussels and Montreal were the Cold War expositions where this phenomenon was found. 

Seville and Hannover were those after the Cold War’s end. This meant that Britain’s pavilion 

was alternatively sponsored by brewing firms such as Whitbread and Distillers185 and clothing 

brands like Marks and Spencer186 next to other non-specified corporations, based on the 

newspapers. However, a joint sponsorship between government and businesses was only 

                                                           
182 Watt, ‘Britain’s image’, 16; Smith, ‘Art rather submerged’, 20; Donovan, ‘British firms’, 35. 
183 Barrett, ‘A pork pie’, 4; Bliefsky, ‘Britain flies’, 3. 
184 ‘British reticence’, 7; The Times, ‘Viva España’, 11; Smith, ‘Art rather submerged’, 20.  
185 Watt, ‘Britain’s image’, 16. 
186 Church, ‘Stand in line’, 51. 
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referred to explicitly at Hannover. The Financial Times wrote here that the pavilion had been 

funded by the Foreign Office and corporate sponsors.187  

In the British case, the newspapers have shown that consumerism, the presence of 

corporations and national identity were more closely tied together than perhaps some of the 

literature suggests. The presence of brands for clothing, food and drinks was not merely for 

sponsorship. Their objects were presented as part of the British identity. The consequence for 

Britain was that instead of corporations helping the country achieve a modern identity, they 

became part of a national one.  

 The many facets of the British national identity represented at the world expositions 

indicates that it was meant to appeal to different people at different points in time, begging the 

question of exactly for whom it was meant. In the nineteenth century, universal exhibitions 

had a specific target audience. The purpose for displaying national identity was to instill a 

sense of this very same identity into a nation’s own people. Scholars argue that from the 

twentieth century onward, instead of constructing national identity at home, nations have been 

using the world expositions to influence their national identity abroad. Remarkably, the 

newspapers have proved to have been quite aware that Britain had a specific audience her 

displays were meant to reach. Generally speaking, the expositions’ visitors were those who 

the articles recognized as the targets for the images of British identity. But take Seville and 

Shanghai for example: The Independent and The Daily Telegraph remarked on how the 

British government had stated its wishes to alter Britain’s image in the eyes of the Spaniards 

and Chinese respectively.188 There were also a few instances in which Britain even reached 

out to a wider audience, the Financial Times claiming that the British pavilion was the 

‘country’s showcase to the world.’189  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
187 Bliefsky, ‘Britain flies’, 3  
188 Gooch ‘Expo opening’, 13; Moore, ‘Gold Standard’, 15. 
189 ‘British Steel’, 3.   
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Conclusion 

Historians and other scholars are currently divided over the post- Second World War 

universal exhibitions and their function as shapers of national identity. As explained in the 

introduction, this thesis has aligned itself with those scholars who consider these exhibitions 

interesting sites for studying national identity. In order to contribute to this debate, this thesis 

has sought the answer to the following question: ‘How has the representation of national 

identity changed at the universal exhibitions from 1958 to 2015, and more specifically in the 

case of Great Britain, as perceived by British national newspapers?’  

 In summary, the newspapers have shown an increasing consciousness of the world 

expositions as sites for representing national identity. During the Cold War expositions, the 

press was rather vague about the representation of national identity. Nevertheless, it has 

become clear from the articles that the British newspapers saw the display of national 

achievements as the main mode for presenting national identity at the world expositions. 

What the newspaper did not elaborate on in this period was what the national achievements 

entailed. After the Cold War, national identity gradually shifted toward the display of national 

achievements based on technological advances at the world expositions. Technology is what 

the newspapers have seen as the key to presenting a modern national identity. The news 

reports have also shown that nations at the last four exhibitions augmented their technological 

achievements with history and tradition. While technological achievements are the main 

component, alone they are not enough for some nations to present a strong national identity. 

 Great Britain’s identity at the exhibitions is founded in part on national achievements 

as well. However, according to the newspapers, Britain went from displaying technological 

achievements during the Cold War expositions to architectural and design achievements after 

the Cold War. The detailed descriptions given by the papers of the British pavilion have 

helped to establish that national achievements were not the only things Britain used to define 

her identity at the expositions. History, contemporary culture and consumer goods were key 

elements of British identity from Brussels to Osaka. At the exhibitions of Seville and 

Hannover, the press noticed changes being made that led to the phasing out of history in 

British identity. More recently, environment is the medium recognized by the newspapers for 

displaying British identity at the world expositions. This process can be translated into Britain 

gradually moving away from Britishness and toward a diluted form of Englishness as her 

identity at the expositions.  
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This research has led to some interesting insights into the world of shaping national 

identities at the universal exhibitions, such as the type of national identity seen by the 

newspapers, the differences and similarities between the secondary literature and the press, 

the newspapers concern with a determinate image of Britain containing history, and Britain’s 

shift toward Englishness. Arriving to these answers was part of a journey that has yielded 

interesting results. These results have also created many gray areas within the discourse of the 

post- Second World War exhibitions.  

The newspaper analysis has shown that the British newspapers’ own views on the 

shaping of national identity at the exhibitions did not necessarily fit within the theoretical 

framework of the secondary literature. It is true that the secondary literature writes from a 

different point of view and with different aims than the press did, rendering all points of 

agreement and disagreement interesting. An example is the analysis of the interest newspapers 

expressed toward the exhibitions. The slow decrease in article numbers and the growing 

criticism toward the exposition medium would place the newspapers within the group of 

scholars who do not see the post- Second World War expositions as worth studying. 

Nevertheless, the press did not present a black-and-white picture. First of all, the decline in 

interest is not a continuous line. There are interruptions that may well be worth closer 

inspection as to why those particular expositions formed exceptions, for example the lack of 

attention given to Seattle. Secondly, despite a diminishing number of articles, the newspapers 

were increasingly more reflective on the matter of the expositions. Interest then might not 

have abated all that much. Lastly, right beside the negative voices, there were articles from 

different newspapers which praised the exhibitions and their functions.  

There are several instances as well where the printed media has showed similarities to 

the secondary literature in the case of national identity, but not when it came to British 

identity, or the other way around. A case in point is where the newspapers saw technological 

achievements being used by nations mostly after the Cold War but not during it, while they 

also spoke of Britain as presenting technological achievements as part of her identity, but at 

the Cold War exhibitions. Was this perhaps because the newspapers were aware of the 

political tensions and thought that speaking of technology in terms of national identity was 

too sensitive a subject? Of course, there was also the possibility that the British press only 

spoke of British national technological achievements because it is invested in promoting their 

own country above others. As Benedict Anderson has said, newspapers too are invested 

players in the shaping of national identities.  
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The newspapers in the British case study wrote some thought-provoking passages that 

contrasted remarkably with the secondary literature. One of the most intriguing cases is that of  

the turning points indicated by scholars versus the more gradual shift that is derived from the 

articles. Whereas Harvey and Greenhalgh indicate two expositions (Seville and Shanghai) 

where important changes were made to British national identity presented there, the British 

newspapers showed a more gradual shift. Connected to this is the difference in the type of 

British identity described by scholars and the newspapers. Of particular interest is how British 

newspapers have seen characteristics of Englishness as becoming representative of British 

identity at the world expositions. This is the opposite of what scholars have been arguing, 

namely that Englishness is being phased out at the exhibitions. What makes this even more 

peculiar is that the newspapers saw very little of Englishness displayed at the universal 

exhibitions during the Cold War, this in contrast with what Greenhalgh has said in regards to 

the use of Englishness as a representative form of national identity at the expositions.    

The contrasts and similarities between the secondary literature and the reports by the 

newspapers is one of the many subjects that would be interesting to delve into further. New 

research could also look at the differences between what the British government wanted to 

display as being British and what the newspapers wanted to see, as shown by the press’ 

negative reactions at the exhibitions of Osaka, Seville and Hannover. If the newspapers too 

are invested in shaping national identity, why did their vision differ from that of the 

government? And why was history as part of the British identity represented at the world 

expositions so important to them? Another subject that might warrant further research is the 

role of the newspapers in shaping national identities and how this has influenced their reports 

of global events, such as the world expositions, where the representation of national identities 

is an important factor.  

 There are also a few angles that this thesis has not looked at which could be interesting 

to explore further. Firstly, a more in depth analysis of the newspapers to include the other two 

categories named by Stephan Vella in the Chapter 1 (institutional structure and format), could 

be interesting and might provide some explanations as to why the newspapers wrote about 

certain things but not others. Secondly, the usage of tabloid-format newspapers in a parallel 

research could yield interesting insights into how a more sensationalist writing style 

influenced how these newspapers reported on the world expositions. One thing can be said for 

sure: it does not matter whether one looks at the world expositions as a historian researching 

national identity, a newspaper reporting on the event or a government trying to present the 
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country’s identity in the best light possible, the universal exhibitions have shown that the 

world is indeed a stage and everybody is invited to perform. 
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Appendix 

Brussels ((1958): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 

Newspaper Number of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? If yes: positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Cold War tensions?

The Guardian 8

No armed 

guards at 

fair pavilion 8-4-1958 133 neutral

Man died at 

Soviet Pavilion - No Yes

Jules Verne 

extravagan

cy at 

Brussels 

Exhibition 17-4-1958 808 positive

Impression of 

the pavilions - Yes Implicit

Belgians … pride themselves 

on this achievement. No Achievements

triumph of audacity [is the] 

atomium; Belgians may pride 

themselves on this 

achievement Yes

Brussels 

Exhibition 

opened 18-4-1958 551 positive

Opening 

cerimony modern No Modern 

microcosm of the modern 

world; inspire peaceful 

collaboration between the 

nations Yes

Expo 58' 

elegance 

and Antics 20-4-1958 1649

positive 

/critical

Trip around 

the expo

progress; 

nostalgic No (achievements)

(atomium [is] an outstanding 

technical achievement) No

Real 

Sputnik- 

not a 

model 21-4-1958 117 neutral

Sputnik at 

Russian 

pavilion; Holy 

See pavilion - No No

Around the 

fair in an oil-

drum 27-4-1958 1096 positive

General tour, 

and British 

pavilions progress No Yes

World fair 

ends 20-10-1958 29 neutral Closure expo - No No
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Financial Times 

 

War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Consumer goods

No No

Yes Science Neutral Yes. No Yes Neutral

ten internaitonal 

organizations; 

Corbusier's personal 

gesture is the building 

of an electricity firm No

No Science Neutral No

No

Progress on the serivce of the human 

being Neutral Yes. No Yes Negative

Corbusier's graceless 

little collapsed tent 

for an electrical 

industry Yes Neutral

replicas of the 

"Manekin Pis" in 

every size and 

material crowd the 

shops replicas of the "Manekin Pis"

No No

Yes Yes. No No Neutral

Coca-Cola Export 

Group; Yes Neutral

Wherever you go 

at the "Expo" you 

find égalment un 

restaurant Food

No

Newspaper Number of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? If yes: positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Financial Times 12

Brussels 

prepares to 

receive the 

world 9-4-1958 1011 neutral

Description of 

pavilions

modernity; 

traditions; 

modern No

Industry 

fair at 

Brussels 14-4-1958 164 neutral

Description of 

pavilions - No

Circular 

cinema at 

Brussels 

fair 17-4-1958 292 neutral Circarama - No

The 

Brussels 

exhibition - 

I 17-4-1958 913 neutral

Diverse 

pavilions

modern; 

tradition Yes implicit

concepts of different 

civilisations; [American 

pavilion] neglected to show 

off the great achievement 

of American technical 

competence No Both

achievements of science and 

technology; French pavilion's 

[architectural] achievement; 

Morocco {is] content to 

adhere to own traditions; 

whole world is drawing closer 

together … owing to its 

adherence to the 

achievements of technological 

advance

Visiting the 

Brussels 

exhibition 19-4-1958 1128 neutral

Practical 

information 

for visitor - No

U.N. exhibit 

at Brussels 29-4-1958 293 neutral

Description of 

pavilions - No
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The Times 

 

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Consumer goods

Yes Yes Science and atomic age. Neutral Yes. No No Neutral

many international 

organisations and 

institutions No

No Yes. No Yes Neutral

Philips Lampworks, 

designed by Le 

Corbusier No

No Yes. No No Neutral

Circarama developed 

by Disney engineers Yes Neutral

major feature; new 

system of motion 

picture 

presentation Movies

Yes Yes Yes. No Yes Neutral 

Modes of expression 

… in thethe pavilion 

designed by Le 

Corbusier for Philips 

Electrical No

No No Yes Positive

those eager to 

embark on more 

exotic gastronomic 

experiences will 

not be 

disappointed Food

No Yes. No Yes Neutral

U.N. pavilion … was 

officially opened; 

exhibits … [tell] 

importance of six-

nation co-operation No

Newspaper Number of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? If yes: positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Times 12

Atomic 

crystal-

gazing at 

Brussels 

exhibition 16-4-1958 672 neutral

Description of 

atomium and 

British pavilion

traditional; 

modernistic No

World in 

5000 acres 18-4-1958 449 Neutral Opening day - No

Experiment

al film 

festival in 

Brussels 30-4-1958 908 neutral

Film festival 

held at 

exposition - No

"Glass 

Cages" at 

Brussels 

Exhibition 6-5-1958 1230 neutral

Description of 

architecture of 

pavilions

traditionalism

; progress Yes implicit

international exhibition 

[offers] to compare the 

manner in which each 

nation comports itself 

architecturally … and 

reflect in the design… the 

trends they are known to 

follow at home. No Not specified

Brussels 

world fair 

ends 20-10-1958 449 Positive

End of 

exposition, 

numbers - No -

Gulliver in 

Brussels 20-10-1958 269 positive

What makes 

expo 

successful - No -
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Brussels (1958): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 
 

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Consumer goods

Yes Yes Science: atomic power Neutral Yes. No Yes Neutral

10 international 

organization … have 

their displays quite 

ship-shape. No

Yes No No

No No

Yes Yes Yes. No No No

No No

No

Man's achievement and aspirations in 

science Neutral No

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievements?Example5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

Jules Verne 

extravagancy at 

Brussels exhibition 17-4-1958 808 Positive No Achievements

gay displays of 

aspects of British life 

and achievements

Hall of 

Tradition; 

historical; 

our; we are

historical objects: Great Seal of England, 

silver bell of TUC; atomic reactor; gay 

displays of aspects of British life and 

achievements; Roll-Royce engines, 

British plastic and man-made fibres, 

leather and porcelain, wool and whisky.

Expo 58' elegance and 

antics 20-4-1958 1649

Postive 

and 

critical No

house in Britain open view; Annagoni 

and Zeta; Britannia pub; manufactured 

products

Around the fair in an oil-

drum 27-4-1958 1096 Positive Yes Implicit National way of life Achievements

Beat one's breast in 

public or thrill with 

pride that the old 

country still has it in 

her to breed such cads

national; 

tradition; 

progress

Britannia pub; British industry; British 

democracy; British Nobel prize winners; 

3,000,000 dog licences issued in a year; 

first people to put beer into bottles; 

Royal regalia; Union Jack

Scientists of note in 

Brussels 6-5-1958 100 Neutral No
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Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/neutral/negative2To whom is identity displayed?

Positive

glass-walled pavilion of first 

class engineer's 

architecture that is a 24 

hour showcase for our 

products; triple crown 

designed as reminder that 

we are the only country 

ever the have held three 

records Yes No Yes Neutral

leather, porcelain, 

wool and whisky. (Science) Expo visitor

Positive

Industry pavilion is bursting 

its glass and aluminium 

seams Yes No Yes Neutral Beer (Science) Unknown

Positive

what a beer; pride [for] the 

old country Yes Yes.No Yes Neutral Beer Unknown

Yes. No No Unknown
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Financial Times 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievements?Example5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Financial Times

Brussels prepares to 

receive the world 9-4-1958 1011 Neutral No Achievements

Science and technical 

achievements tradition; 

Crown Regalia; banners of cities and 

institutions; scientific and technological 

achievements with models of … Zeta … 

atomic reactor; many of the things 

which Britain has given to the world 

from coke and propelling pencils to 

penicillin and television; steel making 

and power production to chemicals, 

texitles and heavy and light engineering

Industry fair at Brussels 14-4-1958 164 Neutral No (Achievements) progress British progress in nuclear industry

(title unknown) 14-4-1958 39 Neutral Yes Implicit Achievements

(Chemical discoveries 

of world significance

recent chemical discoveries of world 

significance

(title unknown) 15-4-1958 49 Neutral No

City of London on show 

at Brussels 21-4-1958 689 Positive No

history; 

tradition; 

modern

Livery companies; modern City 

buildings; picture of the granting of the 

Charter; scenes from City life; 

commodity markets; banking system; 

Stock exchange exhibit

The Brussels exhibition - 

II 18-4-1958 807 Critical Yes Implicit

is our prestige enhanced on 

this occasion? Achievements

tradition; 

ultra-modern; 

progress; 

heritage

Queen Elizabeth; wax models and 

colored-photographs; Zeta machine; 

plaster busts of English writers; 

(indirect) the artistisc talent of 

Englishmen

Visiting the Brussels 

exhibition 19-4-1958 1128 Neutral No shoes

Brussels exhibition 

awards to U.K. 16-10-1958 292 Neutral No (medals awarded to British exhibits)

- 16-10-1958 60 Neutral No (medals awarded to British exhibits)

British efforts at 

Brussels 21-10-1958 249 Neutral No (subject is Industrial Films)
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Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/neutral/negative2To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

[in the] Hall of Tradition will 

be displayed; Courtyard of 

inventions too enhances 

British contribution Yes No No

Science, 

industry, 

achievements 

(both scientific 

and non-

scientific) Positive Unknown

Positive

British pavilion … gives 

strong impression of British 

progress No No No

(Science: 

nuclear) Unknown

Neutral Series of displays illustrates No Yes. No No Unknown

No

Positive

one of the star attraction; 

exhibits blend history and 

tradition with modern 

practice … successfully Yes Yes. No No Unknown

Negative

British tradition of majesty 

and power [shouldn't be] 

recalled through wax 

models and garish colored 

photographs; series of peep-

shows stand for the English 

theatre!; magnificent 

tradition of English culture 

and … achievement … 

should be put over in this 

amateurish fashion; cultural 

side of English life ought to 

have been stressed. Yes Yes. No No Visitor

Neutral

the shoe industry is 

represented No No

Yes. No No

Yes. No No

Positive

British industrial films have 

been playing to packed 

houses No No
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The Times 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievements?Example5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times

World sees Britain's 

revolutionary new steel 

techniques at Brussels 

exhibition 16-4-1958 575 Positive No modernity

steel industry; vision and enterprise of 

men; advanced alloys for atomic power 

stations; (unseen) spirit of Britian's Steel 

Industry: welding of brains and skill into 

a team, doing a hard job supremely 

well.

Atomic crystal-gazing 

at Brussels exhibition 16-4-1958 672 Neutral No tradition

British ceremonials ranging from the 

Coronation to … a Chancellor of the 

Exechequer waving a Budget box; 

historical uniforms (military); gold plate; 

models of Zeta … atomic reactor; radio-

telescope; books; fox hunting kit; 

outdoor sports; roses

"Glass Cages" at 

Brussels exhibition 6-5-1958 1230 Neutral No

display of British scientific 

achievements, commerical picture

Brussels exhibition 15-5-1958 214 Critical No

Brussels exhibition 17-5-1958 390 Positive Yes Implicit

far more impressive and 

instructive on our tradition 

and background and our 

achievements Achievements Our achievements tradition

our tradition and background and our 

achievements; Britannia pub

Brussels exhibition 17-5-1958 136 Positive Yes Implicit

unique in the way it displays 

our country's achievements Achievements

Technical 

achievements our country's achievements

Brussels world fair ends 20-10-1958 449 Positive No Achievements

scientific and 

industrial 

achievements traditions

British traditions and scientific and 

industrial achievements

Gulliver in Brussels 20-10-1958 269 Positive No Englishwomen taking tea

(title unknown) 21-4-1958 32 Neutral No
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Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/neutral/negative2To whom is identity displayed?

Positive

vitaly and modernity of our 

steel industry; great 

technical advances No Yes. No No (Science) Visitor

Neutral

sums up what there is to 

see Yes Yes. No No (Science) Exhibition visitor and British visitor

Negative

over-theatrical and over-

whimsical; confused 

commercial picture No Yes. Yes No Unknown

Negative

our pavilions [should] have 

been accorded a more 

worthy position; British 

Industry Pavilion is … hidden 

away No No Visitor

Positive and negative

[our pavilion is] is far more 

impressive and instructive 

on our tradition and 

background and our 

achievements; Britannia 

pub does not truly 

represent an English pub Yes Yes. Yes No Visitor

Positive

British Pavilion is unique in 

the way it displays our 

country's achievements 

with impeccably good taste. No No visitor

Positive

British part has been a 

success; Government 

pavilion considered one of 

the best Yes No No (Science) Visitor

Neutral - Visitor

Unknown
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Seattle (1962): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

Financial Times 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Guardian 5

Not quite ready for 

the 21st century 22-4-1962 238 critical

Unready 

pavilions No

Kennedy and 

Cassiopeia open 

world Fair 22-4-1962 472

Neutral/critic

al

science 

behind 

opening No

Space-age fair with 

a Coney Island 

touch 23-4-1962 861

Critical/negati

ve

Problems 

of 

Seattle's 

expo modern Yes Implicit

stock it with 

comprehensive exhibitions 

of everything it considered 

to be the flower of its 

peculiar culture No achievements flower of its peculiar culture

This side up 30-4-1962 35 Neutral

paintings 

hung the 

wrong way No

Memorable US 

Science Pavilion 18-10-1962 1490 Positive

American 

pavilion No

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

Yes No Science Neutral No No

No Science (man's technological virtuosity) Neutral No No

No No Yes Negative

simple commercial 

themes; raging 

preoccupatin with 

national pride in 

consumer goods Not specified

No No No

No No No

Newspaper Number of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Financial Times 2 (title unknown) 17-5-1962 23 Neutral

Alweg 

Monorail No

Seattle fair makes a 

profit 16-8-1962 245 Positive

Expo 

turning 

profit No
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The Times 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

No No No

No No No

Newspaper Number of articles Title Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Times 4

Seattle hopes to 

draw 10m. People 

to fair 18-4-1962 1009 Neutral

Different 

features; 

history of 

setting up 

event No

World fair opened 

via a star 23-4-1962 444 Neutral

Opening 

expo and 

British 

pavilion No

Opening a fair 1-5-1962 174 Neutral

Explaining 

how the 

remote 

control 

key 

worked No

(title unknown) 30-10-1962 16 Neutral 

Numbers 

of visitors No

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

Yes No Yes No Neutral

American 

corporations 

have flocked 

to buy space No

No Science (man in the space age) Neutral No No

No No No

No No No
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Seattle (1962): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

Financial Times (no articles regarding Britain) 

 

The Times 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

Not quite ready for the 

21st century 22-4-1962 238 Neutral No Achievements

Modern British 

achievements; 

scientific 

achievements modern

modern British achievements, from 

Jodrell Bank (observatory) to the liner 

Canberra; British scientific 

achievements; Olympus jet engine

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

representations of 

modern British 

achievements No No No Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times

Seattle hopes to draw 

10m. people to fair 18-4-1962 1009 Neutral No Not specified

World fair opened via a 

star 23-4-1962 444 Neutral Yes Implicit

show the adventurous spirit 

and ingenuity of the British 

people

modern; 

progress

adventurous spirit and ingenuity from 

the reign of Queen Elizabeth I; new 

worlds to conquer … in laboratories;

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

films and aspects of 

life in the twenty-

first century; 

science with a 

theatrical approach No Yes. No No

(Science 

and future) Neutral Unknown

Neutral

The introductory 

section of the 

pavilion is designed 

to show the 

adventerous spirit 

and ingenuity of the 

British people; Yes No No (Science) Neutral Unknown
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Montreal (1967): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/noIf yes: implicit/explicitExample Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Guardian 10

LBJ-Wilson 

meeting in June 

likely 17-4-1967 167 Neutral Visit PM No

Vive le sport 27-4-1967 33 Neutral

Cockatoos at 

expo No

Expo 67 opens 28-4-1967 39 Neutral Opening No

Canada exposed 28-4-1967 1172 Neutral

Theme expo 

and political 

reality Canada Yes Implicit

drop narrow propaganda 

ideas No Modern

drop narrow 

propaganda ideas and 

combine in questioning 

the aims of international 

humanity

 Women at Expo 1-5-1967 630 Neutral

hopsitcality 

pavilion and 

organizer 

behind it No

Exposition 4-5-1967 160 Neutral Art gallery No

The small 

nations have big 

impact at Expo 

'67 6-5-1967 687

Positive 

and 

critical

Different 

pavilions Yes Explicit

the instruments of 

instruction… the 

nationalistic symbols No

 

Pop goes the 

world 7-5-1967 1852 Critical

Different 

pavilions progress Yes Implicit

national platitudes; Finland 

uses the objects themselves 

… to transmit the country's 

nature No

Britain at the 

Montreal Expo 14-5-1967 184 Positive

Manly British 

pavilion Yes Implicit (see Britain) No Achievements

parade of national 

'achievements'

Britain at the 

Montreal Expo 14-5-1967 133 Positive

Corporate 

pavilion progress No

Expo-67 drew 

50M visitors 30-10-1967 73 Positive

Number of 

visitors No
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Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

No No No No

No No No No

No No No No

No Man and his World (science) Neutral

Picking as its theme "Man and his 

World" No No No

No Mand and his world Neutral the theme of Expo is 'Man and his world' Yes. Yes Neutral

sponsor of the 

[hospitality] pavilion 

itself is the National 

Gas Company No

No No No No

No Man and his World (science) Neutral

Expo has started to deliver its message 

about man and his world sometimes 

flashily, at times repetitively, but almost 

always with considerable presence No No

Yes Yes Progress Critical

(Author states that the theme (Man and 

his world)is taken from Saint-Exupery's 

book, who intended it revolve around 

nature whereas the expo is a 

'petrochemical a-go-go'. No Yes Negative

more 

consumer 

goods;  

celebrate the 

American 

way of life Not specified

No No No No

No Progress (technology) Positive

that technological advances change 

society; this treatement had an 

ethousiastic reception Yes. No Yes Positive

enthousiastic 

reception No

No No No No
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Financial Times 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/noIf yes: implicit/explicitExample Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Financial Times 18

The 

construction job 28-4-1967 1023 Positive

Constructing 

Expo site No

 

Habitat '67: a 

unique design 

for living 28-4-1967 961 Positive

Focus on 

Habitat '67 No

Expo '67 28-4-1967 26 Neutral Opening Expo No

Man and his 

world 28-4-1967 61 Neutral

Statue 

covering Place 

International No

World 

fairground For 

Canada's 

centennial 28-4-1967 Positive

Description of 

various parts 

of expos Yes Implicit

Each pavilion is trying to 

sell a way of life, or an idea, 

or a technological 

breakthrough No Both

technological 

breakthrough; Organised 

Religion Pavilion is trying 

bravely to put across a 

sort of humanist 

message; OECD … 

contributing to the 

development of the 

world economy

World of 

festival of the 

theatre 28-4-1967 1099 Neutral

Pertaining to 

the theaters progress Yes Implicit

each nation should display 

not only its tremendous 

progress in the sixties Achievements tremendous progress

Permanent 

"city"on Expo 

67 site 4-5-1967 165 Neutral

What to do 

with Expo site 

after end No

Expo 67 may 

make loss of 

250$m. 27-10-1967 124 Neutral Possible deficit No

Expo's 50M. 31-10-1967 14 Neutral

Visitor 

numbers No

Looking back on 

Expo 67 9-11-1967 1173 Neutral

Expo as 

Canadian 

project and 

impact No

Few Expo 

demolitions 15-11-1967 159 Neutral

Demolition of 

expo buildings No
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Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

No No No No

No No No No

No No No No

No Yes. No No No

No Man and his World (science) Critical

pedestrian rendering of the French 

writer St. Exupery's "Terre des 

Hommes"; it is vague Yes. No Yes Neutral

Organised Religions 

Pavilion; pavilions 

such as those of the 

UN, OECD and EEC Yes Neutral

special UN 

Expo stamps Stamps

No No No No

No No No No

No No No No

No No No No

No Man and his world; culture Positive

was the sustained and deliberate effort 

to give tangible expression to the theme Yes. No No Neutral

interngovernmental 

organisations and 

foreign cities; the 

total of private 

companies involved 

was more than 1350 No

No No No No
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The Times 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/noIf yes: implicit/explicitExample Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Times 10

Security 

tightened for 

Expo 24-4-1967 515 Neutral

Security at 

expo, visit 

heads of 

states No

Expo '67 

security men 

strike 28-4-1967 68 Neutral

Security men 

strike No

Expo '67 

opened in 

Montreal 28-4-1967 835 Positive

Opening, 

overcoming 

problems, 

quick overview 

pavilions No

Unwelcome 

visitors at the 

Montreal 

exhibition 29-4-1967 357 Neutral

protesters; 

various 

pavilions No

Carnaby Street 

goes to Expo '67 

with a zest for 

life 1-5-1967 695 Positive

Different 

pavilions No

Expo: the now 

and future city? 25-10-1967 938 Positive

Success points 

of expo and its 

theme of 

urban planning No No

Canada's Expo 

'67 closes 30-10-1967 105 Neutral

Questions 

futures of 

buildings and 

financial 

deficit No
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Montreal (1962): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 
 

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

No No No No

No No No No

No No No No

No No No Yes Positive

Soviet 

pavilion is 

packed  with 

… consumer 

goods, and is 

proving very 

popular. Not specified

No No No Yes Neutral

Russians 

have 

crammed … 

with 

consumer 

goods as well Not specified

No Urban living/future Positive

Expo manages to achieve a little of this 

effect; joifully experienced; the 

questions it raises on the relative values 

of ephemerality and permanence in 

environment No No No

No No No No

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

The small nations have 

big impact at Expo ´67 6-5-1962 687 Critical Yes Implicit

The [British] have 

astonished their 

compatriots; Britain is no 

longer…

Was: Brigade of Guards; Chalsworth; London 

bobbies. Still: Beatles; Carnaby Street. Now: rid of 

slums; pile of paperbacks; road signs; smart young 

[people]; sailing; driving fast; pedalling our bycicles; 

building office blocks.

Pop goes the world 7-5-1967 1852 Negative Yes Implicit

nationalistic tub-thumping; 

symbolize national 

aspiration; naitonal mood

Union Jack; West Germany, on the other hand, has 

the modesty and elegance which are traditionally 

attributed to Britain.

Britain at the Montreal 

Expo 14-5-1967 184 Positive Yes Implicit

only nation to attempt a 

true portrayal of our own 

way of life colourful variety; wit 
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Financial Times 

 
 

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? Actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/neutral/negative2 To whom is identity displayed?

Critical

It still seems to be the 

Beatles; a pile of 

paperbacks No No No No Unknown

Negative

elephantine humour; 

nationalist tub-thumping; 

the tower is meant to 

symbolise national 

aspiration; it looks like a 

half-demolished factory 

chimney  No No No Visitor

Positive

wit is … one of our greatest 

national assets No No No Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Financial Times

U.K. stands out at Expo 

'67 20-4-1967 134 Positive Yes Implicit

British image … will be of 

incalculable value

Carnaby Street dressing male attendants and guides 

(fashion)

Britain's image at Expo 

'67 25-4-1967 1532 Positive Yes Implicit

[the visitor] will carry away 

the image of a country with 

a vivid history, large 

prentetions, much ingenuity 

and a bit of a chip on the 

shoulder modern

huge three-dimensional Union Jack; red white and 

blue mini-skirts; Shaping the nation: [emerging] 

from the Middle Ages into … the light of  the 

modern world. Genius of Britain: great British 

innovators; Rolls Royce Olympus engine. Britain To-

day: old and new British traits; British character at 

work and play; do-it-yourself craze; pop art; mini-

car; mini-skirt; telly; books; papers; Beatles and 

Eton Boating Song; British oddities (see article for 

list); portentous slogans. Industrial Britain: 

innovation and discovery; Doctor Who-type music; 

technological treasure (see article for list). Britain 

in the World: Commonwealth; aid-trade. 

Argus selected for 

World Fair 26-4-1967 107 Neutral No

Advanced British technology; Argus 400 

microminiature digital computer

A.C. at Expo 67 28-4-1967 158 Neutral No

Pop pageant will makr 

British Day at Expo 67 16-5-1967 130 Neutral Yes

show Britain as a country 

rich in tradition but 

adventurous and ultra-

modern in a new popular 

culture

tradition; 

ultra-modern

bulldog … wearing a tin hat and clenching a cigar 

between his teeth; Britannia statues

Future of U.K. Expo 

building 3-11-1967 55 Neutral No

Contents of the U.K. 

Pavilion for auction 17-11-1967 53 Neutral No Umbrellas; Edward Bawden mural
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Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? Actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/neutral/negative2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

London's Carnaby Street 

will dress Britain's 25 male 

attendants No No Unknown

Positive and critical

I regret to say on virgin 

white paper, the Beatles 

and the Eton Boating Song; 

to my English eyes… a near-

disaster; total effect [of 

Industrial Britain] is 

genuinely impressive and 

thouroughly exciting; not a 

bad picture all the same. Yes Yes. Yes Yes Neutral Books; Beer (Science) Visitor; Foreigner; Englishman

Neutral

Argus 400 … has been 

chosen by the COI (Science) Unknown

Neutral materials used No No Unknown

Neutral

bulldog … and four 

Britainnia statues … will be 

features of Britain's 

National Day at Expo '67 Yes No No Unknown

No No Unknown

Positive

items for auction ragnge 

from umbrellas … to a huge 

Edwad Bawden mural No No Unknown
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The Times

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times

Expo '67 opened in 

Montreal 28-4-1967 835 Positive No British style-pub; large Union Jack insignia

Carnaby Street goes to 

Expo '67 with a zest for 

life 1-5-1967 695 Neutral Yes Implicit

whether in fact the British 

are stuffy, shy and stodgy? Modern

British people who 

have made a 

lasting contribution 

to the world 

community

zest for life; Carnaby Street; family scene; nothing 

is stuffy about them; Concord; Cunard Q4 ocean 

liner; Britain's relations with the world; Union Jack

Expo '67 2-5-1967 261 Positive No

Expo '67 10-5-1967 321 Positive Yes Implicit

the standing of this country 

in matters of design is 

directly reflected by our 

showing at Expo '67; this 

country's showing at a world 

exhibition trade; design; architecture

British reticence at 

Expo '67 18-5-1967 780

Positive 

and 

critical No traditionalism

Union Jack; hovercraft; British beer; period 

pastiche; typically British atmosphere; sentimental 

traditionalism; industrial design; double-decker 

London buses;

Expo: the now and 

future city? 25-10-1967 938 Positive Yes Implicit

lively, humorous portrayal 

of essence of British life

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? Actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/neutral/negative2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral "fun" exhibit No Yes Neutral Beer Unknown

Neutral

an attempt had been made 

… to show British people … 

with a zest for life No No

Man and 

his world Postive Unknown

Positive

British Pavilion is filled to 

capacity; our National 

Pavilion is attracting the 

crowds No No Unknown

Positive

as a trading nation, it is 

tremendously important 

that we should show 

qualities of daring, of 

aesthetic and structural 

competence and possibly of 

elegance. No No Exposition

Positive and critical

there is hardly anything to 

indicate that [the 

hovercraft] is British; rather 

unimportant loans by British 

galleries; gratifyingly large 

number of visitors; among 

the success of the whole 

exhibition Yes No Yes Neutral

Beer; books, 

unspecified British 

products Unknown

No No Unknown
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Osaka (1970): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/noIf yes: implicit/explicitExample Conscious of construction?If yes: positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Guardian 9 Japan's big day 14-3-1970 189 Neutral Opening of expo No

Perfume 

showered on 

Expo crowd 15-1970 467 Critical Opening of expo No

A long walk in 

Expo 70 22-3-1970 2165 Critical

Pavilions; What will 

happen after closure progresss No

Hard at work at 

Osaka 7-4-1970 204 critical Pavilions No

Exposure to 

profit 14-9-1970 404 Neutral

Profit madep reception 

and future of site No

Farewell to 

Expo- and hail 

an £11M profit 14-9-1970 327 Neutral

records set by expo: 

revenues, visitor 

numbers; future impact No

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature positivie/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? If yes: positive/negative/neutral? Example4 What are consumer goods?

No No No

No No No

No No Yes Neutral

guide-books stamped; Olde 

English toffee in the British 

shop guide-books; food

No Yes. No Yes Positive

Some of the Japanese 

Industry pavilions are 

worth seeing No

No No No

No No No
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Financial Times 

 

 
 

 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/noIf yes: implicit/explicitExample Conscious of construction?If yes: positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Financial Times 7

Taxi men revolt 

at world fair 11-3-1970 152 Neutral

taxi drivers boycotting 

for higher fares No

S. African PCs 

barred at expo 12-3-1970 111 Neutral

policemen barred from 

participating in expo 

event No

Art rather 

submerged by 

power play at 

Japan's Expo '70 13-3-1970 2097 Neutral

financial aspects expo, 

function as stage, 

different pavilions, 

message of progress progress Yes Implicit

Expo … provides a stage on 

which the world can show 

itself to Japan just as much 

as the other way about No

Look here. Our 

"flying saucer" 

pavilion is alive 

with the future 16-3-1970 281 Neutral

Technological gadgets in 

Hitachi pavilion No

Crowds 

converge on 

Osaka 16-3-1970 914 Critical

consequences of 

financial investments of 

Expo No

Expo '70 marks 

a major turning 

point 16-3-1970 1745 Neutral

Financial aspects expo, 

purposes (putting Japan 

on the map, stimulating 

economy), different 

pavilions progress No

Britain's pavilion 16-3-1970 426 Neutral British pavilion No

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature positivie/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? If yes: positive/negative/neutral? Example4 What are consumer goods?

No No No

No No No

Yes Yes

progess (progress and harmony for 

mankind) Neutral

(conscious of 

problems of progress 

and frank display on 

atmospheric pollution) Yes. No Yes Neutral

Industrial pavilions; 

Japanese Zaibatsu 

also present; Yes Gadgetry

No No Yes Neutral No

No No No

Yes Yes progress (and the harmony of mankind) Neutral

Expo … to display 

world progress Yes. No Yes Neutral

pavilions of the 

Japanese private 

companies No

No No No
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The Times 

 

 
 

Osaka (1970): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/noIf yes: implicit/explicitExample Conscious of construction?If yes: positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Times 4

Expo 70 opens 

30 years late 14-3-1970 675 Neutral

Last minute preparations; 

possible problems No

Expo '70 illness 1-4-1970 31 Neutral Food poising at expo No

Protest as Expo 

70 opens 16-3-1970 567 Critical

Not fulfulling its thematic 

message; pavilions progress Yes Implicit

designed … to put host 

country on the map No

Money-spinning 

Expo ends 14-9-1970 374 Neutral

Profit, last minute 

visitors, impressions No

Cold War tensions? War of comparison? Themes: science/progress/nature positivie/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? If yes: positive/negative/neutral? Example4 What are consumer goods?

No No No

No No No

No progress (and the harmony of mankind) Critical

high-sounding 

justification for its 

existance Yes. No Yes Positive

30 commercial 

pavilions … are 

architecturally more 

exciting than the 

national pavilions Yes Negative

visitors can … patronize a 

shop Not specified

No No

(commercialization 

of fair Negative

(quite a few voices have 

been raised in criticism of 

the "commercialization" of 

the fair)

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

Mainstay at Osaka 

Expo '70 4-3-1970 106 Neutral No Not specified 

Six designing days at 

Expo '70 15-3-1970 1529 Positive No Not specified

Perfume showered on 

Expo crowd 15-1970 467 Critical No History

blue straw hats with red, white and blue bands 

(Union Jack colors)

A long walk in Expo 70 22-3-1970 2165 Critical No

Olde English toffee; Sergeant Pepper; trendy British 

scene; Alice; Mr Jorrocks; landscape

Hard work at Osaka 7-4-1970 204 Critical No Not specified (things we're good at)

Million visitors 16-4-1970 25 Neutral No Not specified
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Financial Times 

 

 
 

The Times 

 

 

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

No No Unknown

Positive

fascinating kaleidoscopic  

projections No No Unknown

Neutral

British in blue straw hats 

with red, white and blue 

bands No No No Unknown

Critical

Sergant Pepper … is Britain's  

answer for the Mantra; 

gallant girls trying to give 

the Japanese the low-down 

on Alice and Mr Jorrocks Yes No Yes Neutral

stock up on Olde 

English toffee Unknown

Critical

makes one feel quite 

proudly modest No No No Visitor

No No Visitor

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Financial Times

Art rather submerged 

by power play at 

Japan's Expo '70 13-3-1970 2097 Positive No

projections of fashions in mini-skirts and more solid 

scientific material; Prince Charles, Scotch Whiskey

Britain's Pavilion 16-3-1970 426 Positive Yes Implicit

Britain's Pavilion … planned 

to boost our reputation; 

present a frank, live and up-

to-date picture; present 

Britain, backed by  centuries 

of development, firmly in 

step with world progress Achievements

Britain … is 

presenting its 

achievements  in 

science, 

technology, living 

conditions, culture 

and the arts.

progress; 

heritage

original ideas, discoveries and inventions; industrial 

revolution; Magna Carta; Stephenson's Rocket; 

Hovercraft; QE2 (Queen Elizabeth 2); Atlantic flight 

of Alcock and Brown; radio telescope; 

teenagers/our young people;  

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Positive

fascinating kaleidoscopic  

projections No No No Unknown

Positive

entertaining and stimulating 

picture of Britain and the 

British people Yes No No

(science, 

progress) Our visitors

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times

Protest as Expo 70 

opens 16-3-1970 567 Critical Yes Implicit

an attempt is made to 

present a picture of modern 

Britain

absence of "Merrie Engeland" pageantry; emphasis 

is placed on technological innovations

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Critical

Yet the ultimate effect is 

uninspiring No No No Unknown
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Seville (1992): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievements

The Guardian 14 Eco soundings 17-4-1992 316 Neutral Insect problem at expo No -

British firms fail to 

fly the flag at Expo 

'92 extravaganza 18-4-1992 876 Critical

British pavilion and 

corporations; 

multinational 

corporations present; 

expo as construction site Yes Implicit

[Expo] is viewed as the 

most prominent national 

flag-waving exercise; offer 

countries a show case to 

influence the way they are 

perceived Yes Critical

Expo also involves a 

suspension of reaity; it 

is an eerie city

Expo on guard 

against ETA arrival 20-4-1992 584 Neutral

Tight security at Expo, 

fires, purpose to relaunch 

Andalusia No

Expo '92 opens to 

sound of police 

gunfire 21-4-1992 541 Critical

Police violence at 

opening; criticism for 

connection to Spain's 

conquest of Americas; 

unfinished pavilions No

Postmark Seville: 

deepening 

international 

misunderstnading in 

Expo's no Wonder 

Land 25-4-1992 440 Negative Different pavilions Yes Implicit

busy living down offensive 

naitonal stereotypes that 

they unerringly succeed in 

living up to them No Modern

Viking ships sink 4-5-1992 58 Neutral

Norway's ships sink (part 

of their pavilion) No

Norway's Expo 

hopes wrecked 5-5-1992 391 Neutral

Norway's ships sink (part 

of their pavilion) No

Stand in line for a 

triumph of style 

over substance 17-5-1992 1481 Neutral

British national day and 

pavilion, other pavilions, 

commercialism Yes Implicit

Many countries have taken 

the easy option: spend your 

hols with us. America … 

sells liberity; Germany sells 

political hope; China flogs 

her prerevolutionary past No Achievements

(title unknown) 9-10-1992 94 Neutral Future of pavilions No

Expo closes 11-10-1992 37 Neutral Closing of Expo No

Hit list 13-10-1992 293 Neutral

Purpose expo; visitors' 

grumbles; Pavilions No
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Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

No No No

Yes. No Yes Neutral

opportunity for companies to 

promote their brand names; 

multinationals permitted to set up 

their own corporate pavilion; 

investing their brand names with 

sovereign country status No

Yes. No No Neutral

multinational companies taking 

part in Expo No

No No No

"help reinforce the cohesion of 

[the] international community" No No No

No No No

No No No

Austria flaunts slick technology

(mixed, some science and nature, but 

also culture) Neutral Yes. Yes No Positive Several mutlinationals Yes Critical

[Expo's ] brash 

commercialism Food

No No No

No No No

No No No
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Financial Times 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievements

Financial Times 11

Admiration and a 

twinge of envy 15-4-1992 914 Neutral

Economic and 

infrastructural 

development due to 

expo, and its future No

Slow, haughty, 

indifferent 15-4-1992 977 Neutral

Seville's reception of the 

Expo No

Gateway to a new 

century 15-4-1992 1134 Critical

Different pavilions and 

multinational 

corporations; expo 

finances traditions Yes Implicit

Expo participants have 

mostly understood the mix 

of spirit and brains to be a 

once in a lifetime 

opportunity to let 

themselves go No Both

Short cuts to a 

happy visit 15-4-1992 1261 Neutral

What to do at expo; 

pavilions; travel info No

The fair of the 

century 15-4-1992 1457 Positive

General info about expo; 

future of the site; 

relations with Latin 

America No

Survey of Seville 

and World Expo '92 15-4-1992 1076 Neutral Architecture of Expo Yes Implicit

how can contemporary 

architecture … be used to 

exemplify national 

characteristics No

British welder 

arrested in Seville 18-4-1992 70 Neutral Arrested british welder No

(title unknown) 18-4-1992 9 Neutral Opening of expo No

Bells and balloons 

greet Expo in Seville 21-4-1992 273 Neutral Opening day expo No

Andalucia left to 

nurse a post-Expo 

hangover: The likely 

regional impact of 

the world fair's 

closure 12-10-1992 514 Critical

Questions future of expo 

impact No

Columbus 

commemoration 13-10-1992 31 Neutral

Replica ship Columbus at 

expo No
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Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Yes. No Yes Neutral

IBM in its corporate pavilion; 

Siemens and Rank Xerox No

No No No

national buildings show off … 

traditions, they display present 

day industrial and creative 

muscles and they project a 

future of collective illusions. Yes. Yes Yes Neutral

Coca Cola is an official sponsor; 

Rank Xerox … together with 

Siemens and Fujitsu, one of the 

three multinations that has set up 

a corporate pavilion; the best 

living showroom for the 

corporation's products and an 

outstanding opportunity to exhibit 

them Yes Critical

bars serving out the ethnic 

tipple and competitive 

souvenier stalls Food and souveniers

No No No

Yes. No Yes Neutral corporate pavilions No

Yes. No No Neutral No

No No No

No No No

No No No

Yes. Yes No Neutral

Expo, managed by a public 

company expressly created for 

the purpose No

No No No
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The Independent 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievements

The 

Independent 12

Expo opening will 

confound doubters 16-4-1992 818 Critical

Problems and positive 

things of expo Yes Implicit

Expo is not an opportunity 

for instant acquaintance 

with the best of each 

participant's history and 

achievements … largely 

mythical view each country 

would like you to have of it. No Achievements

No candy! 17-4-1992 144 Neutral

No coca leaves for 

Columbian pavilion No

Expo fire 18-4-1992 47 Neutral

Briths worker arrested 

for fire No

Expo blaze 20-4-1992 45 Neutral

British worker arrested 

for fire No

The world this week 20-4-1992 161 Neutral Opening expo Yes Implicit

the extravaganza is a 

showcase for Spain No

Spain's Expo 92 

opens to fanfare 

and strife 21-4-1992 608 Critical

Controversies surrond 

expo Yes Implicit - No Modern

Seville takes a giant 

leap 21-4-1992 553

Neutral/C

ritical Purposes expo Yes Explicit

[Expo] holds a mirror to the 

images that nations 

construct about themselves Yes Neutral

images that nations 

construct about 

themselves Achievements

People who live in 

glass houses 21-4-1992 232 Critical

Problems around opening 

expo progress No

Violence tarnishes 

image of Expo 92 27-4-1992 502 Neutral

protest and police 

violence before opening. No

All this way for a 

pork pie 16-5-1992 1999 Critical Different pavilions No

Magic of Expo 

melting in the 

Spanish sun 13-10-1992 538 Critical

Questions future of expo 

impact and structures No
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Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

participant's history and 

achievements Yes. No No Neutral Several mutlinationals No

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No

it was an opportunity for 

nations to harness science for 

the benefit of all humankind 

and without damage to the 

environment science and nature Positive

harness science for the 

benefit of humakind No No No

offering displays of scientific 

and technological 

achievements science/technology Neutral

dedicated to "the age of 

discoveries" offering … 

scientific and 

technological 

achievements No No No

No No No

No No No

Yes. Yes No Neutral

national pavilions … tend towards 

boosting home industries Yes Critical

opportunities to buy 

products of the home 

country, but there is little 

any sane person would be 

keen to purchase Food

No No No
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The Times 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievements

The Times 15

Seville builds 

bridges to the 

future 15-4-1992 917 Positive

Goals of Expo; economic 

development of 

Andalusia Yes Implicit

[Expo is] an opportunity to 

show the world what the 

country has achieved No Achievements

From saintly to 

secular 15-4-1992 252 Neutral Site of Cartuja

tradition; 

progress Yes Implicit

organisers of Expo … saw it 

as symbolizing the 

combination of the 

traditional and the 

progressive No

High-tech on test at 

Expo 16-4-1992 1058 Neutral

Expo as site for testing 

new technology No

Heads of state 18-4-1992 92 Neutral General facts expo No

Briton is held as 

blaze destroys Expo 

pavilion 18-4-1992 361 Neutral

Briton arrested due to 

fire; last minute work on 

pavilions No

Britain's block 

buster 18-4-1992 2450

Positive/C

ritical

Story behind disastrous 

US pavilion; design and 

contents UK pavilion; 

other pavilions; Expo site Yes Implicit

project a national 

presence; US pavilion will 

be a showcase No Achievements

Opening day for a 

financial drain in 

Spain 20-4-1992 505 Neutral Costs surrounding expo No

Viva Espana 20-4-1992 514 Critical

What is wrong with expo 

but also good things it 

brought Yes Implicit

international exhibitions 

are a mixture of commerce, 

national propaganda, and 

honeypot for tourists No

Small seizure in 

Seville 20-4-1992 256 Neutral

Problems with import of 

foreign food stuffs No

Expo scrambles to 

get its act together 20-4-1992 329 Neutral

Problems before opening 

day No

Expo opening gives 

Spain reason to 

celebrate growth 21-4-1992 401 Neutral

Opening day and purpose 

expo No

Expo '92 ends with 

late rush 12-10-1992 102 Neutral Numbers of visitors No
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Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

What the country has achieved No No No

Tradition and progress Positive

tradition and progress 

makes the Cartuja a fina 

showcase No No No

(Technology) Yes. Yes Yes Neutral

Fujitsu … like four other 

companies … has achieved 

"country status"; gets its name 

better known in Europe No

Yes. No Yes Neutral

23 international organisations are 

represented No

Yes. No No Neutral 23 international organisations No

showcase of American 

innovation, technology and 

know-how Yes. Yes No Neutral

potential sponsors considered 

themselves global and 

transnational and did not want to 

be pegged as an American 

company; partnerships between 

government and private 

enterprise No

Yes. No No Neutral

23 multinational organisations … 

showing the best they have to 

offer No

Yes. No No Yes Critical

national commerce and 

kitsch; funny mixture Not specified

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No
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Seville (1992): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

Financial Times 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

British firms fail to fly the 

flag at Expo '92 

extravaganza 18-4-1992 876 Critical Yes Implicit

Britain's attempt to bang the 

drum … little short of a 

national embarrassement; 

showcase for every aspect 

of British life;

Marks & Spencer clothes; Royal Doulton ceramics; 

Rover cars; Union Jack; Channel tunnel; London 

Futures market; Cable and Wireless's optic 

technology

Postmark Seville: 

deepening international 

misunderstnading in Expo's 

no Wonder Land 25-4-1992 440 Critical Yes Implicit

Visitors … are promised the 

surprising and original side 

of "an island you think you 

know" Not specified

Stand in line for a triumph 

of style over substance 17-5-1992 1481 Critical Yes Implicit

prickly British pride; 

Welcome to Britain

dynamism and quirkiness; ecological matters; 

Eurotunnel; Stock Exchange; Post Office; Diana; 

teddybears; flags; Twinings tea; Marks&Spencer; 

Royal Doulton china case; Range Rover; street 

theatre

More pain in Spain for DTI 4-10-1992 84 Neutral Yes Implicit

considerable national 

credibility [invested] Not specified

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Critical

The average visitor … could be 

forgiven for thinking that Marks & 

Spencer clothes, Royal Doulton 

ceramics and Rover cars represent 

the driving force int he country's 

economy No Yes. Yes No Visitors

Critical

as a first step on this voyage of 

discovery, they are made to queue 

for ages. No No No Visitors

Negative

almost everything is wrong with 

[the British pavilion] No Yes. Yes Yes Critical

Not specified ([visitors] are let 

loose in the shop; 

Marks&Spence) punters (aka visitors)

No Yes Neutral Not specified outlet shop; food Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Financial Times Gateways to a new century 15-4-1992 1191 Neutral Yes Implicit

British pavilion incarnates 

the flag-waving motivation Not specified

British Steel: British Mettle 15-4-1992 204 Positive Yes Implicit

It's our country's showcase 

to the world Achievements

exhibits show the 

very best of British history

ingenuity and invention; steel; maritime history; 

exploration and discovery by sea; 

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

No No Unknown

Positive

the Pavilion is as impressive as the 

exhibition itself Yes Yes. Yes No World
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The Independent 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The 

Independent

Expo opening will 

confound doubters 16-4-1992 818 Critical Yes Implicit

We wanted to change 

[Spaniards' view of Britain] Achievements

Technological 

achievements tradition

tradition is a bit of a dirty word; Margaret 

Thatcher's vision of Britain: technological 

achievements … Britain as open, affectionate and 

forward-looking. Spaniards thought Britain 

backward-looking, unemotional and uniterested in 

technology

No candy! 17-4-1992 144 Neutral No Not specified

Britain in Seville: a brilliant 

box, but where are the 

treats? 22-4-1992 167 Critical No

Butlin-style "redcoats"; Royal Doulton china; Marks 

& Spencer shop

All this way for a pork pie 16-5-1992 1999 Critical Yes Implicit

show inside [the pavilion] is 

inteded to emphasies "the 

modern image of Great 

Britain"

Sloane-y girls; signature tune for The Archers; 

football results; Test Match Special; world view of 

Britain: sitting in a Land-Rover, listening to a Test 

match and eating M & S pork pie off a Royal 

Doulton plate

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Critical tradition is a bit of a dirty word No No No (technology) Neutral Country hosting event (Spain)

No Yes Neutral T-shirts Unknown

Critical

little more than a mix of theme 

park and shopping mall No Yes. Yes Yes Neutral Not specified Visitors

Critical incoherent presentation No Yes. No Yes Neutral M & S pork pie Visitors
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The Times 

 

 
 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times

UK firms light a beacon at 

Expo 10-4-1992 455 Positive No Not specified

Britain's block buster 18-4-1992 2450

Positive/

Critical Yes Implicit

show a view of modern 

Britain Not specified modern

Marks & Spencer; Royal Doulton; Channel Tunnel; 

Steel yacht

Viva Espana 20-4-1992 514 Critical No modern

Docklands pub; Cockney banter; Marks & Spencer; 

elegant but old-fashioned china dolls; best 

underwear and socks in the world

Expo 1970 recalled 25-4-1992 154 Positive No Not specified

Major visit to Expo 92 19-9-1992 215 Positive No Not specified

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Yes. Yes No Unknown

Positive and critical

[view of modern Britain] was an 

instant success before a pre-Expo 

audience; no excuse for allowing 

Marks & Spencer and Royal 

Doulton to impose their old-

fashioned graphics and images; 

British Steel yacht … has majestic 

appearence to strike the right note 

for a maritime nation No Yes. Yes No Unknown

Negative

Docklands pub is not most 

imaginative  symbol of modern 

England; exhibits of science and 

engineering are pedestrian; British 

are … snoot about commerce and 

blowing their trade trumpet; must 

be more to modern Britain than 

pubs, china dolls and underwear Yes Yes Yes Neutral Souvenirs Unknown

No No Unknown

Positive

we are proud of our pavilion here; 

British representation here "a 

complete triumph" and "the best 

show in town" No No Visitors
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Hannover (2000): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Guardian 12

Here's one we 

made earlier… out 

of ashtrays 28-5-2000 1121

Positive/Criti

cal Different Pavilions traditional No

Pavilioned in 

splendour Expo 

2000 prepares to 

open 30-5-2000 26 Neutral Last minute preparations No

Topping out Expo 

2000 prepared for 

opening 31-5-2000 37 Neutral Last minute preparations No

Will Expo become 

Germany's Dome? 2-6-2000 486 Neutral

Controversies 

surrounding opening Yes Implicit

[Expo] was conceived as a 

showcase for the 'new' 

Germany No

Expo 2000: future 

world 3-6-2000 162 Critical

Puts Expo 2000 in line of 

tradition of expositions No

Hey, that'd look 

great in a theme 

park 5-6-2000 1401 Critical

Questions real 

contributions of 

expositions to the world

nostalgic; 

progress No

Expo protests block 

rail line 6-6-2000 64 Neutral Protests near Expo No

Hundreds sacked at 

'Germany's Dome' 7-6-2000 337 Critical

Problems surrounding 

Expo No

Expo 'is no Dome 

flop' 11-6-2000 287 Neutral

Number of visitors in first 

week, and expectations No

Schroder faces the 

flak over Germany's 

Dome 12-6-2000 394 Neutral

Politician facing flak due 

to flop of Expo No

End of world fair 

puts Germany out 

of its misery 28-10-2000 795 Critical

Losses incured by expo, 

not meeting visitor 

numbers; opinions from 

visitors (mostly negative) Yes Implicit

Intended as a showcase for 

a "new", reunited Germany No

Expo closes 1-11-2000 50 Neutral Losses incured by expo No
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Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Nature Critical

morally improving rhetoric 

about sustainability and 

new technology No No No

No No No

No No No

Nature Neutral

dash of environmental 

philosophy Yes. No No Neutral

international 

organisations No

No No No

Nature and environment Critical

typically Expo-esque the of 

"Humankind, Nature, 

Technology: The creation of 

a new world; ecological and 

environmental themes Yes No Critical

most it is sponsored by 

multination corporations 

(there is a Coca-Cola 

machine on every corner - 

try buying a Pespi at Expo 

2000) No

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No Yes Neutral

Expo shop crammed with 

souvenirs Expo mugs, Expo caps, Expo pens

No No No
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Financial Times 

 

 
 

The Daily Telegraph 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Financial Times 8

Stage is set for 

international 

extravaganza 22-5-2000 1027 Positive

Countries and 

organisations 

participating; theme; site No

Expo 2000 ticket 

prices cut to boost 

attendance 13-5-2000 510 Neutral

Drop in ticket prices; 

disappointing visitor 

numbers No

Shadow of the 

Dome haunts Expo 

2000 1-6-2000 652 Neutral

Participators; financial 

spenditure and 

infrastructural changes 

due to Expo No

Expo 2000 opens in 

Hanover 1-6-2000 28 Neutral Purpose expo No

(title unknown) 2-6-2000 25 Neutral Criticism of Expo No

Expo 2000 urged to 

cut prices to boost 

visits 8-6-2000 418 Neutral

Poor visitor numbers and 

questions regarding ticket 

price cuts No

Hanover fair 

blooms at the last 

moment 28-10-2000 427 Critical

Disappointing visitor 

numbers and deficit 

incurred No

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Environment/nature (Humankind-Nature-

Technology - A new world rising) positive grandiose theme Yes. Yes No Neutral

11 "world partners" 

[comprise] the event's 

main sponsors; 

McDonalds and Coca 

Cola … as smaller 

"product partners" No

Yes. No No Neutral

170 countries and 

organisations No

Environment/nature (technological and 

environmental extravaganza) Critical

technological and 

environmental 

extravaganza Yes. Yes No Neutral

international 

organisations; main 

private sector funding No

No No No -

No No No

No No No

No No No

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Daily Telegraph 2

German Dome' to 

close with £1bn 

debts 26-10-2000 508 Critical

Failure to meet visitor 

numbers; debt Yes Implicit

Expo was supposed to 

show the country's 

dynamic, modern and 

confident face to the world No

Footnote 27-10-2000 243 Negative

Failure to meet visitor 

numbers; debt; vauge 

theme No
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The Independent 

 

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

No No No

Nature (Humankind, Nature, 

Technology) Critical

[people] couldn't 

understand Expo 2000's 

vague theme No No No

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The 

Independent 9

Tornado being 

simulated in the 

Cyclebowl pavilion 25-5-2000 35 Neutral Tornado being simulated No

Planet of visions 

hall at Germany's 

Expo 2000 in 

Hanover 31-5-2000 22 Neutral Pavilion No

Flat Earth: Genghis 

can't bring arrows 

to Expo 4-6-2000 126 Critical

Problems with Mongolian 

Pavilion Yes Implicit

[countries] show how 

modern they are No Achievements 

other 

countries 

took robots 

and 

Dome with brains 7-6-2000 52 Positive Expo 2000 No

Taxpayers count 

cost as showcase 

for 'Cool Germania' 

goes way of the 

Dome 7-6-2000 409 Critical

Costs of Expo and likely 

debt Yes Implicit

show Cool Germania to the 

world; national project No

Fair comparison 10-6-2000 107 Critical

Reaction to Dome with 

brains; pavilions No No

The camels give up 

on Germany's 

'Dome' disaster 10-6-2000 985 Negative

Missing crowds; 

promoting national 

images Yes Implicit

to obeserve how countries 

would like to be seen by the 

rest of the world; every 

country is out to dispel 

images - or cliches, 

depending on your point of 

view - by which it is 

recognised in the world No Achievements 

country's 

technological 

prowess

Landladies turn up 

in the strangest 

places 17-6-2000 1114 Critical

Lack of visitors; high 

costs Yes Implicit

upholding the traditions of 

trumpeting national 

achievements No Achievements 

upholding the 

traditions of 

trumpeting 

In Germany, too, 

the crowds are 

flocking to see their 

millannial folly 26-10-2000 473 Critical

Debts and lack of visitors; 

failure to change 

Germany's image Yes Implicit

project designed to sell the 

spirit of German 

entrepeneurship and 

creativity; fiasco did 

nothing to improve the 

image of the organising 

country No
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Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

No No

No No

No No

No No

No No

No No

Nature Negative

An Expo set out to be green, 

pre -industrial or post-

industrial and 

technophobic, is assaulting 

visitor's senses with loud 

video shows of rumbling 

machines and computers No No

No Yes Critical

refreshment prices are 

shocking Food

No No
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The Times 

 
 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutral Example2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Times 8

Knives out for the 

Expo spoons 30-5-2000 214 Neutral New theme No

A taste of the 

future? 3-6-2000 1561

Critical/Posit

ive 

(Pavilions)

Feel of Expo; theme; 

pavilions

progress; 

modernity Yes Implicit

Germany sees this as a 

chance to finally launder 

their image No

Bad luck haunts 

German Dome 5-6-2000 271 Critical

Incidents at Expo; 

pavilions No

Court ciruclar 9-6-2000 141 Neutral

Visit by queen to the 

Expo No

Germany braced for 

summer of 

discontent 9-6-2000 231 Neutral

Attendance and losses 

incurred by expo No

UK's Expo image 2-10-2000 195 Critical UK image Yes Implicit

where 140 nations blow 

their individual trumpets for 

their culture and 

technology No

German 'Dome' to 

close 26-10-2000 166 Neutral Expo closing with debts No

Hanover not so 

happy 18-11-2000 296 Critical

Losses incurred and 

criticism surrounding 

Expo No
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Hannover (2000): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

 

 

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Technological process; balance between 

science and nature Critical

exhibition offers nothing 

more than technological 

euphoria rather than 

promised solutions for 

central problems of 

humanity Yes. No No Critical

organisers had to permit 

countries and companies 

to sing the praises of 

their high-tech products No

Nature (eco-card; Hmankind, Nature, 

Technology) Critical

lots of blurb about 

sustainability; a brief baggy 

enough to include almost 

anything Yes. Yes No Neutral

one of its sponsors is 

indeed a nuclear power 

generator Yes Critical

Coke vending machines; 

and yes, there are the 

Golden Arches of Ronald 

McDonald Food

Nature (People - Nature - Technology) Neutral

Expo slogan "People - 

Nature - Technology" Yes. Yes No Neutral

[demonstrators] said the 

fair was a self-

celebration of 

multinationals boasting 

about their technical 

advances No

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No

(Humankind, Nature, Technology Critical vauge overall theme No No

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

Here's one we made 

earlier… out of ashtrays 28-5-2000 1121 Critical No Achievements

Britain's 

contemporary 

achievements in 

design

red, white, and blue stickers; hymn to Blairism; 

front door of 10 Downing Street; ashtrays; Dyson 

vacuum cleaner

Hey, that'd look great in a 

theme park 5-6-2000 1401 Critical No door from 10 Dowing Street

Positive/negative/neutral? Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral To whom is identity displayed?

Negative

The sum of Britain's contemporary 

achievements in design is 

represented by ashtrays; Britain's 

pavilion reflects… a condescending 

ineptness No No No Visitor 

Negative subtrade fair exhibits; No No No Unknown
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Financial Times 

 

 
 

The Daily Telegraph (no articles regarding Britain) 

 

The Independent 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Financial Times (title unknown) 2-6-2000 25 Neutral No Not specified

Britain flies 'cultural 

diversity' flag 2-6-2000 371 Critical Yes Implicit

difficult to represent the 

diversity of a country

obese "bloke" with a beer belly; picnic; Cheddar 

cheese sandwich; David Beckham; chubby man clad 

in a Union Jack; beach scene; New Labour concepts 

of ethnic and cultural diversity; Georgian 

architecture; door to 10 Downing Street; 

Positive/negative/neutral? Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral To whom is identity displayed?

No No Unknown

Negative

an obese bloke with a beer belly 

and an artificial picnic … stand as 

representative of Britsh culture; 

important British achievements 

such as the country's role in the 

human genome project have been 

conspicuously overlooked No Yes. Yes No Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The 

Independent Fair comparison 10-6-2000 107 Negative No

British contribution? 

Lamentable Not specified

The camels give up on 

Germany's 'Dome' disaster 10-6-2000 985 Negative Yes Implicit

Britain hates being pigeon-

holed as a country of tradition

What the author sees as British: tradition; regattas; 

royalty and all that. What is shown at Expo: Britpop 

and Beckham

Positive/negative/neutral? Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral To whom is identity displayed?

Negative Portakabin with strobe lights No No Unknown

Critical

Britain evidently hates being 

pigeon-holed as a country of 

tradition, regattas, royalty and all 

that. So you get Britpop and 

Beckham No No No World
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The Times  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times

Knives out for the Expo 

spoons 30-5-2000 214 Neutral No (diversity is in our nature; cleaning the Thames)

A taste of the future? 3-6-2000 1561 Critical No None given (film trumpeting Britain's diversity)

Bad luck haunts German 

Dome 5-6-2000 271 Critical No Not specified

UK's Expo image 2-10-2000 195 Negative No heritage bland and insignificant

Positive/negative/neutral? Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes Positive/negative/neutral To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

an exhibit showing how the 

Thames was cleaned No No No

Diversity is our 

nature Neutral Unknown

Negative mish-mash with no visual cohesion No Yes. Yes No Unknown

No No Unknown

Negative UK's exhibit is humiliating Yes Yes. Yes No Visitor
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Shanghai (2010): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction?Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Guardian 5

China: from robot 

violinists to a giant 

dandelion, the 

world takes its 

wares to Shanghai 22-4-2010 1095 Neutral

Purpose of world 

expositions; significance 

expo to China Yes Implicit

it represents China standing 

up in the world No

China: the pavilions 22-4-2010 224 Neutral Facts about pavilions No

Shanghai Expo 

2010: Tight security 

as city prepares for 

opening 30-4-2010 649 Neutral

Preparations for opening; 

protests and government 

actions surrounding the 

event No

Shanghai 

architecture Expo: 

an empty 

experience? 5-5-2010 545 Critical

architecture of Expo is 

taking over from real 

functions of expositions 

(popular entertainment, 

philosophy and subliminal 

experiences) No

Shanghai expo: this 

is New 

Confucianism writ 

large 31-10-2010 840 Neutral

Success of Expo; 

contraditions of 

architecture and exhibits 

at Expo No

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

(Urbanisation) Neutral

opportunity to discuss 

urbanisation - this year's 

theme No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No

(Better City, Better Life) Neutral

It crams all the possible 

debates about the 

contemporary city and 

smooths them out No No Yes Critical

sweatshop-made 

merchandise considered 

contradiction to the 

motive force of the class 

war No Not specified
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Financial Times 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction?Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

Financial Times 12

Futuristic yet 

fruitful 29-4-2010 2035 Critical

Theme of expo; 

controversies around its 

fabrication Yes Implicit

Expo is a performance that 

the world is putting on for 

China; Expo is aimed as 

much as anything, at 

promoting Shanghai's 

image within China. No

Brands flock to 

Shanghai Expo 30-4-2010 584 Neutral

Importance of expo for 

multinational businesses No

Dip into the future 

with cars that talk 

to bycicles 30-4-2010 472 Neutral Different pavilions No

Stay with grandma 

Chen 30-4-2010 743 Neutral

Exchange program in 

lieux of Expo to stay in 

host family No

Some of the old 

vibrancy is re-

emerging 30-4-2010 753 Neutral

(infra)structural changes 

brought on by the Expo, 

good and bad No

Determined to be 

biggest and best 30-4-2010 1068 Critical Rebranding of Shanghai No

Shanghai Expo 

makes its mark 1-5-2010 453 Critical

Questions just what 

marks expositions really 

leave, including Shanghai No

China's rebranding 

continues 1-5-2010 122 Neutral Opening No

Shanghai Expo has a 

transforming effect 27-10-2010 780 Neutral

Round up of what Expo 

has done, including 

financial expenditure, 

pavilions, opinions of 

visitors Yes Implict

Expo was … Act Two in the 

lavish rebranding of China; 

at Expo the world was 

meant to put on a show for 

China No

Shanghai insights 28-10-2010 322 Neutral

Insights after visit of 

Expo No
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Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

(Better City, Better Life)/Environment Neutral

China is finally shouldering 

its resposibility to the 

environment Yes. No Yes Neutral

200 national, corporate and 

municipal pavilions No

Yes. Yes Yes Neutral

[Expo is] is a chance for 

foreign multinationals to 

peddle their products; scores 

of multinationals have 

invested heavily in the event; 

Nestlé a sponsor of the Swiss 

pavilion; many of the 

corporate pavilions stand out 

as some of the most lavish, 

the most technologically 

advanced and most 

interesting Yes Neutral

Expo has even inspired its 

own line of luxury goods; No

Chanel launched Expo handbag; 

Prada has a tote

Yes. No Yes Neutral

corporate and urban best 

practices pavilions; pavilion 

shared by GM and SAIC; 

China's state owned 

enterprises have their own 

pavilion No

No No No

No No No

Environment/urban planning (Better 

City, Better Life) Critical

Shanghai aims to lead the 

world in sustainable urban 

development. 

Unfortunately, preparing 

for Expo hardly 

demonstrated its 

credentials in that regard Yes. No Yes Neutral

corporate and municipal 

pavilions No

(Better City, Better Life) Yes. No Yes Neutral GM pavilion No

No No No

Environment/urban planning (Better 

City, Better Life) Positive

the message of Expo … 

could well live on in greater 

awareness of green issues No No No

No No Yes (North Korea pavilion) Neutral

it contains a few 

consumer durables Microwave
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The Daily Telegraph 

 

 
 

The Independent 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction?Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Daily 

Telegraph 6

The Shanghai Expo 

is a worthy symbol 

of today's China 30-4-2010 645 Positive Expo and its offerings Yes Implicit

a chance to showcase itself 

to the world No Both

[Expo is] a dazzling 

display of what is best in 

the architecture, art, 

science and technology 

of the world's nations; 

celebrate our common 

humanity and common 

achievements

China's Expo opens 

with the world's 

biggest bang 1-5-2010 1094 Neutral

Expo opening; different 

pavilions; facts Yes Implicit

Expo … is designed to 

showcase all that countries 

have to offer the world No Achievements

[what] countries have to 

offer

Crowds go missing 

as China's £35bn 

Expo opens its 

doors 3-5-2010 366 Neutral

Disappointing visitor 

numbers during first 

week Yes Implicit

Shanghai trade fair … 

important to China's 

international reputation No Achievements

more than 200 pavilions 

constructed on the site 

showcase design, 

engineering and 

technology from around 

the world, as well as 

Communists cheer 

as Shanghai expo 

attracts 70m 

visitors 25-10-2010 61 Neutral

Expo reached target 

number of visitors No

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

Environment Neutral

the theme of the Expo… 

reflects hard Yes. No No Neutral countries and organisations No

No No No

No No No

No No No

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction?Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The 

Independent 2

How nations make 

an exhibition of 

themselves 1-5-2010 302 Neutral Designs of pavilions; Yes Implicit

whether the designs tell 

you anything about the 

constructor country is 

another question; few of 

these designs make specific 

references to their origins No
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The Times  

 

 
 

 

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

No No No

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction?Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievementsExample5

The Times 8

They're playing our 

song - and it has 

been shanghaied 28-4-2010 564 Critical

Expo song being copied 

like other chinese 

products No

(Expo is the ultimate 

showcase of an economy 

roaring to world 

dominance)

Lighting the way to 

Shanghai Expo 2010 1-5-2010 94 Neutral

Opportunities offered by 

expositions for showing 

off Yes Implicit

the 1851 Fair showcased 

Britain's industrial prowess; 

Expo… offers similar 

opportunities to show off No

Lighting-up time in 

Shanghai 1-5-2010 28 Neutral

number of countries 

participating, visitors 

expoected No

Lights go up on 

display of ideas 

from across the 

world 1-5-2010 92 Neutral Opening ceremony No

Space-age flower 

power is best 

display at world fair 1-11-2010 210 Positive

UK; pavilion; most 

popular pavilions No

Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role?Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Connected to actors? Consumer goods

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No

No No No
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Shanghai (2010): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

Financial Times 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian China: the pavilions 22-4-2010 224 Positive No Not specified

Shanghai Expo 2010: Tight 

security as city prepares 

for opening 30-4-2010 649 Positive No Not specified

Shanghai architecture 

Expo: an empty 

experience? 5-5-2010 545 Critical No

What is not shown but expected: British exhibits; 

no representation of British design and innovation. 

What is shown: the pavilion itself, and only that

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

No No (Nature) Unknown

No No Unknown

No No (Nature) Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Financial Times

Dip into the future with 

cars that talk to bycicles 30-4-2010 472 Neutral No

(Liverpool pavilion: listening to the Beatles and 

watching Liverpool play Everton at football)

Liverpool looks for 

Shanghai boost 17-5-2010 749 Neutral Yes Implicit

[Liverpool] is showcasing 

the north-west region Not specified

Shanghai tunes in to 

Liverpool 6-11-2010 571 Neutral No Liverpool: culture and sport

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

Visitors can take a 3-D imaginary 

ocean line … to the British port 

while listening to the Beatles No No No Unknown

Yes. No No Unknown

Positive

[Liverpool] pavilion attracted more 

than 750,000 visitors No No Unknown
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The Daily Telegraph 

 

 
 

The Independent 

 

 
 

The Times 

 

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Daily 

Telegraph

The Shanghai Expo is a 

worthy symbol of today's 

China 30-4-2010 645 Positive Yes Implicit

Expo offers Britain a major 

opportunity to present the 

best it has to offer; go a 

long way towards updating 

the old image held by the 

Chinese of Britain

Old image: cold, foggy; people with overcoats and 

umbrellas. New image: magnet for ideas, 

innovation, investment

Empty gesture Expo visitors 

angry at five-hour wait to 

see 'bare' interior of British 

pavilion 5-5-2010 227 Neutral No parks and countryside

Gold standard; creative 

triumph for Britain's Seed 

Cathedral 1-11-2010 161 Positive Yes Implicit

"We wanted to change the 

perception of the UK in 

China"

None given (new image: UK is innovative) (So 

oppsite of this would be uncreative; isolated; 

reserved)

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

go a long way towards updating 

the old image No No No Nation hosting (China)

Neutral

Each rod in the building … is tipped 

with a seed to represent Britain's 

parks and countryside No No No (Nature) Visitor

No No Nation hosting (China)

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The 

Independent

Britain sows seeds of 

change 30-10-2010 88 Neutral No Not specified

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

No No (Nature) Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times UK's Shanghai success 25-10-2010 53 Positive No

(a vastly increased British 

presence in China) Not specified

British pavilion sows seeds 

of unity as the sun sets 

over Shanghai Expo 25-10-2010 512 Positive Yes Implicit

Expo also used to bolster 

the image and knowledge of 

Britain throughout China; 

respondents said their 

perception of Britain had 

been changed. (Achievements)

promote UK's 

sterngths in design, 

architecture and 

engineering Not specified

(title unknown) 25-10-2010 19 Positive No Not specified

Space-age flower power is 

best display at world fair 1-11-2010 210 Positive No

What could have been: typically British show that 

played on the Tower of London or the Queen
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Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism Positive/neutral/negativeConsumer goods Themes positive/negative/neutral2 To whom is identity displayed?

No No Unknown

Positive

Chinese respondents … said the 

change had been positive Yes. Yes No

Environment/natu

re Neutral China

No No Unknown

Neutral We weren't predictable No No (Nature) Unknown
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Milan (2015): sheet 1 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

Financial Times 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievements

The Guardian 3

Expo 2015 in Milan is - 

for the hopeful - a sign 

that Italy is back on its 

feet 30-4-2015 1048 Neutral Corruption behind expo No

Expo 2015: what does 

Milan gain by hosting 

this bloated global 

extravaganza? 13-5-2015 2790 Negative

Controversisies 

surrounding expo: from 

building it to what will 

happen. Questions 

legacies of expositions, 

often only bad tradition No (Achievements)

A secure food future is 

not al about tomato-

plucking robots and 

hydroponics 29-10-2015 1211 Positive

Problems regarding food 

and production touched 

upon by Expo

tradition 

(Expo 

features a 

curious mix 

of tradition 

and 

technology) No

Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Environmnet/nature (feeding the planet, 

energy for lfie) Neutral expo's ecological theme No No No

national ambitions embodied 

… in a line-up of skin-deep 

architectural flourishes Nature Neutral agricultural theme Yes. Yes No Negative

Brand sponsors; Expo 

claims to be a celebration 

of slow food and healty 

eating but is sponsored 

by giants like Coca-Cola 

and McDonald's Yes Negative

dotted with stalls selling 

craft trinkets and samples 

of cheese Food

Environmnet/nature (feeding the planet, 

energy for lfie) Positive

diets which are healthy for 

people are usually light on 

the environment too - a 

truth running through the 

Expo No No No

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievements

Financial Times 2

Whetting appetities 

for Italians brands 1-5-2015 1019 Neutral

Business opportunities 

for consumer brands at 

Expo No

Italy pins hopes for 

economic revival on 

Milan Expo 1-5-2015 774 Neutral

Controversisies 

surrounding opening; 

business opportunities 

for Italy through Expo Yes Implicit

[Shanghai 2010] showcased 

the growing wealth and 

power of China; present 

the world Italian leadership No Achievements
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The Daily Telegraph 

 

 
 

The Independent 

 

 

Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Yes. Yes Yes Neutral

consumer brands [see] 

Expo Miano 2015 as an 

opportunity; McDonald's 

and Coca-Cola are main 

sponsors of the event; 

Ferrero and Eataly … 

have prominent pavilions Yes Neutral Food and drink

Amazing occasion to present 

to the world Italian leadership 

in food, agriculture and related 

technology (Food) Yes. Yes No Neutral

McDonald's and Coca-

Cola as main sponsors Yes Neutral

the world fair's working 

title… is aimed at 

showcasing Milan's world 

leading restaurants and 

consumer goods brands not specified

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievements

Daily Telegprah 2

Incomprehensibility 

and earnestness vie 

for supremacy' 25-4-2015 1786 Critical

Theme; Money behind 

expo; Yes Implicit

It's a power play; nations 

are showing up because … 

[of] the need to show off, 

stick one on rival countries No Achievements

Anti-austerity riots 

mar Expo's grand 

opening 2-5-2015 209 Neutral Riots during opening day Yes Implicit

showpiece of culture and 

technology No

Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

indicate that their talents are 

deeper than those of other 

nations, and generally 

broadcast their wonderfulness

Environmnet/nature (feeding the planet, 

energy for lfie) Critical

incomprehensibility and 

earnestness vied for 

supremacy Yes.Yes No Neutral

sponsorship; Expo 

sponsors include 

McDonald's No

(Sustainable food production) Neutral

focused on the theme of 

sustainable food production No No Yes Critical

"supermarket of the 

future" … needed 250 

acres of farmland to be 

concreted over Food

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievements

The 

Independent 2

Rioting and tear gas 

mar the start of a 

'brighter tomorrow' 

for Italy 2-5-2015 479 Neutral

Riots during opening day; 

Financial possibilities for 

Italy through it Yes Implicit

the food fair - aimed at 

recasting Italy's image 

abroad No

Expo 2015: World-

class icons from the 

Eiffel Tower to the 

Space Needle 30-4-2015 949 Positive

Legacies of previous 

expositions Yes Implicit

Celebration of … nations 

working together No Modern

Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Yes. No No Neutral

Milan's business big guns 

are on board No

 Expo [is] a celebration of 

culture, science, technology 

and nations working together No No No
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The Times 

 

 
 

Milan (2015): sheet 2 

The Guardian 

 

 
 

Financial Times  (no articles regarding Britain) 

 

The Daily Telegraph 

 

 
 

The Independent (no articles regarding Britain) 

 

The Times 

 

Newspaper Number of articlesTitle Date Length Tone Subject Key terms National identity: yes/no If yes: implicit/explicit Example Conscious of construction? Positive/negative/neutralExample2 Modern identity/achievements

The Times 1

See the world in a 

weekend 17-5-2015 1159 Positive What to see at Expo heritage Yes Implicit

dubious national 

grandstanding No

Example5 Themes: science/progress/nature Positive/neutral/negative Example7 New actors? Aware of role? Corporate pavilions? Positive/negative/neutral Example3 Consumerism? Positive/negative/neutral2 Example4 Consumer goods

Feeding the planet, energy for life Positive

the theme is "Feeding the 

planet, energy for life"and 

for visitors, it's the world on 

a plate No Yes Neutral Eataly Yes Neutral Food

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Guardian

A secure food future is not 

al about tomato-plucking 

robots and hydroponics 29-10-2015 1211 Positive No Not specified

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? example3 Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 Example2 To whom is identity displayed?

No No Environment/nature Positive

gorgeous, provoking 

pience of symbolism Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

Daily Telegraph

Incomprehensibility and 

earnestness vie for 

supremacy' 25-4-2015 1786 Neutral No creativity, business, science

Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? example3 Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 Example2 To whom is identity displayed?

Neutral

the UK is also a hive of creativity, 

business and science No No No Environment/nature Critical Bees are jolly important Unknown

Newspaper Title Date Length Tone British national identity If yes: implict/explicit? Example Modern identity/achievementsExample5 Key terms What is seen as British?

The Times See the world in a weekend 17-5-2015 1159 Positive Yes Implicit Bigging up Britain 

creativity and innovation; Timed-ticket holders; 

eccentric
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Positive/negative/neutral Example4 Mixture of modern and tradition? New actors? Aware of role? Consumerism? example3 Themes Positive/negative/neutral2 Example2 To whom is identity displayed?

Positive It's eccentric and it works No No No Environment/nature Neutral

about the problem of 

the collapsing bee 

population Visitor


